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Progress 
 

History 
 
Rainshadow Community Charter High School (RCCHS) is a public charter school that 
provides free education to students grades 9-12.  The school opened in August of 
2003 at 434 Washington Street in Reno, Nevada with approximately 75 students.  
Over the next several years, the school grew to 120 students.  In 2009, after 
successful completion of the Northwest Accreditation process, it was determined 
that the school would better be able to serve the needs of its students by relocating.  
In that same year, the school relocated to 121 Vesta Street in the mid-town area of 
Reno.  With the move, the school was able to enroll up to 150 students.  In addition, 
the location provided the opportunity to introduce a culinary department, and also a 
school lunch program.  This vital addition allowed the school to remain closed 
campus, and to provide free meals to all students.  Over the course of the next 
several years, RCCHS has maintained about 135 students between 9th and 12th 
grade.  In 2014, RCCHS presented to AdvancEd to become accredited, and was 
successful.  
 
From 2012-2015, Rainshadow had financial difficulty.  This trouble began in 2012 
when the administrator elected to close at the end of the school year due to a lack of 
savings, a 5% pay freeze in 2008 and an inability to pay teachers in accordance with 
their years and expertise, and no change in sight.  The school was revitalized when 
the Redfield Foundation and an anonymous donor stepped in to provide the school 
with funding.  Since that time, the school has been unable to duplicate the student 
numbers it had prior to the announcement, and has been unable to secure the type 
of outside support necessary to continue.   
 
In 2015, Rainshadow became enCompass Academy after going through a strategic 
rebrand that coincided with its charter renewal and a relocation to the Boys and 
Girls Club Pennington facility at 1300 Foster Drive.  In that year, enCompass avoided 
closure after two key foundations, the Stacie Matthewson Foundation and the 
Lifestyle Homes Foundation, felt it was imperative to support the program through 
its financial hardship.  These two entities supported staff salaries and a lease 
breakage to ensure that the program could continue in a much more sustainable 
environment.   
 
Since the relocation and the rebrand, enCompass has been able to spend 1/3 less on 
its lease and facilities, thanks in part to a relationship with the Boys and Girls Club.  
In 2015, the Washoe County School Board voted to renew the charter for three 
years.  The school is now in the process of revamping the charter to include some of 
the refinements that have been made over the past three years.  The school 
currently serves over 100 students. 
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Mission 
 
The Board of Directors approved a change to the mission statement in the fall of 
2008.  The original mission was: 
 
The Rainshadow program is dedicated to helping all students, regardless of interests, 
aspirations or prior academic achievement to become enthusiastic learners through 
participation in field-based disciplinary studies.  Rainshadow students will learn the 
value of the academic disciplines by applying them to achieve meaningful community 
goals.  Rainshadow’s founders believe that students learn best when involved in 
activities that allow them to use the skills and knowledge they are learning to achieve 
real world ends.  The program will involve students in projects aimed at improving the 
quality of life in the local community.  They may work on helping restore a river or 
determine how the region can use the river to promote a healthy economy.  They might 
design a museum exhibit, or a museum.  The project-based program is designed to help 
students learn to use the disciplines to think critically and grow in problem solving 
ability to become productive individuals and capable, caring citizens.   
 
The original mission is still a critical concept to enCompass Academy’s curriculum, 
and serves as an underlying mentality that is cultivated within the school.  The key 
components to be derived from the mission statement include: 
 

1. enCompass is dedicated to serving the needs of all students, regardless of 
their educational past, and will provide appropriate coursework to support 
student achievement. 

2. enCompass will focus on the student’s relationship with themselves and the 
community, and how they can be empowered to connect to their world. 

3. enCompass will provide opportunities for students to learn in meaningful, 
authentic ways, and will encourage critical thinking to produce capable 
caring citizens.   

4. enCompass is committed to providing an accepting educational community 
for our diverse learners.  

 
In 2008, a new mission statement was developed.  This mission was more concise, 
with an attempt to focus on the true underlying goal of the program: 
 
Rainshadow Community Charter High School is committed to creating empowered 
community members through real world education. 
 
This is the same mission that has been carried through 2015.  In 2015, the 
stakeholders of the school again refined the statement incorporates the underlying 
goals of the original program, with the vision and image of the partner organization.  
The new mission for enCompass Academy is:   
 
Guiding students to bright futures. 
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With the opportunity to revisit the mission statement, the stakeholders felt that the 
statement was still appropriate to our current goals.  Stakeholders broke down each 
of the words in the current mission statement to demonstrate how the mission is 
applicable, and appropriate, to the current work of the school. 
 
Guiding students to bright futures. 
• Mentoring 
• Supporting 
• Partnering  
• Leading 

• Self-aware 
individuals 

• Curious about the 
world 

• Motivated 
• Engaged 
• Cooperative 
• Ready to be 

successful in 
school 

• Fearless, 
resourceful 
individuals with 
integrity and the 
ability to persist. 

• We are 
going 
places 

• Successful 
• Positive 
• Full of 

opportunity 
• Limitless 

• College and 
career bound 

• Critical 
thinkers 

• Contributing 
members of 
society 

• Independent 

 

Vision 
 
enCompass Academy is a school focused on the whole student.  Built upon the 
premises of Rainshadow Community Charter High School, the academy will 
incorporate four key elements to educating students:  personal pathways, academic 
achievement, social emotional support, and enrichment (the enCompass Learning 
PASE).   In addition, individual student health and well-being and community 
collaboration will be essential components to development of a successful student at 
enCompass.  In 2018, with the feedback of enCompass students and staff, school 
leadership determined that the educational foci should lead to students who have 
the enCompass “FIRE”:  fearlessness, integrity, resourcefulness, and endurance.   
 
As it is built upon the foundation of Rainshadow Community Charter High School, 
enCompass will continue to focus on the underserved populations of the Washoe 
County School District.  At present, the academy is able to serve up to 125 students 
in an innovative way.  With the collaborative relationship to the Boys and Girls Club 
organization, students of enCompass will have the benefits of the school in 
combination with the benefits of the organization. 

Proposed Model and Target Community 
 
enCompass Academy will continue to focus on serving the underserved population 
of the Reno/Sparks community.  The academy will work with high school aged 
students in grades 9-12 who have struggled in the traditional setting.  Currently, 
enCompass serves 86% at-risk students defined by the following indicators: 
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1. Credit deficiency by more than 2.5 credits 
2. Student is considered a child in transition 
3. Student qualifies for special education services 
4. Student qualifies for a 504 plan 
5. English is not the students primary language 
6. Student has a demonstrated history of attendance or behavior issues 
7. Student has not performed to standard on required assessments (Accuccess, 

CRTs, smarter balanced, MAPs, EOCs, etc.) 
8. Student qualifies for free and reduced lunch 
9. Student has received support services for the school in the past (i.e. received 

groceries or bus passes) 
 

Additional data to support the at-risk qualification, such as gang affiliation or drug 
use, is noted with the behavioral issues index. 
 
With the current make-up of students, it is felt that enCompass has an opportunity 
to refine the educational programming for students in such a way that they will have 
the opportunity to achieve educational success.  There are a number of factors that 
go into determining if a student is on or off track to graduation such as absenteeism, 
disengagement (poor classroom performance, poor behavior, poor homework 
completion, and lack of participation in extracurricular activities), performance on 
assessments, and family considerations.  A school’s responsibility in this is to 
provide relationships and mentors for students while they attend the school.  
Research has shown that there is no one-size-fits-all solution for the issues of 
recapturing disengaged youth.  While there may be a host of underlying causes, it is 
clear that the school has a responsibility to support these at-risk students with 
smaller enrollment size, supportive teachers, positive school culture and 
relationships between students, and high expectations for rigor in the classroom 
(Hauser, R. and Koenig, J., 2011).  enCompass Academy is committed to providing a 
platform for relationship building and ultimately engagement.  As such, the school 
has embedded Restorative Justices practices within its program.   
 
The relationship with the Boys and Girls Club and other local charter middle schools 
has created a natural feeder for the school, especially the growth of strong freshmen 
cohorts.  A student’s success in their freshman year is a great predictor of future 
graduation.  The academy uses freshmen on track (FOT) monitoring to ensure that 
the freshmen we work with are on track to graduate within four years.  The 
previous trend for the school was that it did not receive freshman until they had not 
had success at their zoned school.  The goal is for enCompass to attract at least 20 
freshmen per year by the end of the first quarter.  In 2017-18, the school attracted 
13 freshmen.  In 2018-19, the school attracted 20.  The more students enCompass is 
able to capture before they fall behind, the better.   
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The key pillars of the enCompass Academy curriculum include: academic 
achievement, personal pathways,  social/emotional needs, and enrichment.  Each 
core pillar is linked with the four belief statements for the school.   

Personal Pathways 
enCompass Academy will focus on the student’s relationship with themselves and the 
community, and how they can be empowered to connect to their world. 
 
Every student will be assessed when they first elect to attend enCompass Academy.  
The diagnostic assessment will include:  a basic skill assessment, educational history 
assessment, parent interview, and personal essay.  From the assessment, a 
personalized student contract will be developed that will serve as a personal 
pathway through high school.  Components of this pathway may include credit 
recovery and extended day support, college/career preparation, skill intervention, 
and/or service learning/internship opportunities.  These elements will be used to 
develop the student’s schedule.  At least once each school year, the personalized 
contract will be revisited by the academic school counselor and the school social 
worker.  The findings in this process will not negate the enrollment policies of the 
school.   

Academic Achievement 
enCompass Academy is dedicated to serving the needs of all students, regardless of 
their educational past, and will provide appropriate coursework to support student 
achievement. 
 
The academy will continue to offer core course curriculum that is aligned with the 
core academic standards and the Washoe County School District (WCSD).  In 
addition, enCompass will follow all testing requirements mandated by the state of 
Nevada and WCSD as outlined in NRS 389.  The academy will continue to focus on 
improving academic rigor, as outlined in both the 2018 Accreditation Report and 
the annual School Performance Plan.  Students of the academy will continue to have 
the ability to earn required credits while following the graduation plan as developed 
with their school counselor.   

Social/Emotional Needs 
enCompass Academy is committed to providing an accepting educational community 
for our diverse learners.  
 
A key component of the educational programming that will be incorporated into the 
academy is the support of social/emotional needs.  Through the initial contract that 
is developed, social/emotional needs will be incorporated.  The school has adopted 
several practices to help facilitate the development of social/emotional needs 
including the unique project-based class, advisory supports, and Calm Classroom 
meditation curriculum.  Social/emotional learning is included in the school’s general 
programming, and will be addressed in the curriculum.  The school employs a full 
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time school counselor in addition to a full time school social worker.  Partnerships 
with local organizations will also serve as reinforcement.   

Enrichment 
enCompass Academy will provide opportunities for students to learn in meaningful, 
authentic ways, and will encourage critical thinking to produce capable caring 
citizens.   
 
In keeping with the original intent of the first charter, the academy will continue to 
offer enrichment activities through project-based interdisciplinary coursework that 
will align with what is going on in the academic classroom.  There will be flexibility 
for this coursework, however it will be embedded in the school schedule.  This time 
will allow for community forums and speakers, field experiences, hands-on learning 
experiences, and community collaborations with groups such as the Great Basin 
Institute, Reno Food Systems, Urban Lotus, the Holland Project, Equus Insight, the 
Reno Bike Project, Sierra Arts, the Boys and Girls Club, and/or the Children’s 
Cabinet.  Teachers will work on developing the enrichment experience based upon a 
quarterly theme, in combination with student need.    

Additional Factors 
enCompass Academy believes that a healthy lifestyle contributes to an individual’s 
growth.  As such, the school provides a free and healthy lunch to all students.  In 
addition, we encourage opportunities for our nature deficient students to get 
outside to learn about our local community.   
 
Collaborations help the academy to ensure that students are able to take advantage 
of the local community organizations to learn how to improve their quality of life.  
Key collaborators include:  The Boys and Girls Club, the Great Basin Institute, Monks 
on the Run, Reno Food Systems, Urban Lotus, Potentialist Workshop and Reno 
Artworks, Equus Insight, Reno Bike Project, the Holland Project, among others.   
 
Relationship building with parents and caregivers is essential to doing the work of 
the school.  enCompass Academy will hire personnel to support the goal of working 
in partnership with all parents.   
 

The enCompass Learning PASE = Explorer FIRE 
 
All enCompass Explorers are working to cultivate the scholarly qualities of FIRE:  
fearlessness, integrity, resourcefulness, and endurance.  It is embedded within the 
culture of the school, and serves to reinforce desired outcomes related to what it 
takes to be a successful scholar. 

Fearlessness 
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An Explorer demonstrates fearlessness in both schooling and life by taking risks in 
his/her educational, relational, and post-graduate pursuits.  Explorers are not afraid 
to feel uncomfortable in new situations that challenge personal growth.  Examples 
of fearlessness may include:  sharing a new idea in class, presenting information 
publicly to a group of people, applying to a “stretch” college, etc.  Fearless explorers 
take chances, welcome failure as a part of growth, and start their growth process 
from the inside out.   
 

Integrity 
 
An Explorer demonstrates integrity by being honest about him/herself.  Explorers 
understand that doing the right thing even when no one is looking, and speaking 
their honest truth, will enable them to continue on in life with a clear-headed 
purpose.  Examples of integrity may include:  taking personal accountability for 
actions, taking care of the school by helping to clean up, telling a friend when they 
aren’t living up to the Explorer expectations, sharing concerns about the school with 
individuals who can support change, and taking assessments seriously.  Therefore, 
integrity applies to academics, as well as in social/emotional dealings.  Explorers 
with integrity understand that they reflect not only themselves, but their parents, 
teachers, school, and community.   
 
Resourcefulness 
 
An Explorer demonstrates resourcefulness by looking for the supports that will 
achieve answers.  Explorers with resourcefulness leave no stone unturned, and 
know where to look and/or who to ask when the answers are not readily available.  
Examples of resourcefulness include:  researching for information for projects, 
communicating with support personnel about academic progress, working through 
a new math problem, using critical thinking skills to connect key information, etc.  
Resourceful Explorers know that they may not always know where the treasure is, 
but they do know how to read the map and ask the guide to find its location. 
 

Endurance 
 
An Explorer demonstrates endurance by continuing to put one foot in front of the 
other, even when the path is not easy.  Endurance relates directly to academic 
stamina.  Explorers demonstrating endurance have resilience, grit, determination, 
and fight.  They believe in the power of their goals, and will work to achieve those 
goals at all costs.  Examples of endurance include:  completing the requirements to 
graduate, completing all the components of the senior project including the five 
applications and presentation, and following through on the individual learning plan 
which may necessitate that the student stays in school an extra two hours per day.  
Explorers with endurance go the distance, and their journey is never over (even on 
their graduation day, which is but one stop on a path of many achievements).   
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The enCompass Learning PASE, in combination with a team system where each 
student is a member of a team (North, South, East, or West) throughout their high 
school career, facilitates the Explorer FIRE.  FIRE is broken down into a variety of 
categories that yield specific team points based upon performance throughout the 
year.  The program is meant to inspire personal and team improvement, 
competition, camaraderie, and positive school culture.   
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ORIGINAL GOALS AND PROGRESS OF ORIGINAL CHARTER 

Compliance with State/District Assessment Requirements and Accountability 
 

• The academy adheres to district-determined assessment schedules. 
• Students take the tests required of students at particular grade level. 

The amount of time designated for testing will be consistent with time 
provided for the administration of similar tests in the School District.  
Tests will be administered in the manner prescribed by the State and 
Washoe County School District to ensure validity and reliability. 

• The academy will comply with all testing requirements of the State and 
the Washoe County School District.  Assessment tools developed by 
enCompass will be judged on the criterion of meaningfulness, as defined 
by school personnel. 

• Copies of assessment reports will be retained in student cumulative 
folders, and students will have the option to include the information in 
their student portfolio. 

• The academy will retain assessment materials in a locked, fireproof 
storage cabinet located in an area of the school not accessible to 
students or faculty. 

• The academy will provide information, as required by the School 
District, for required reports. 

• The academy will comply with the intent of Assembly Bill 214 
contracting with qualified persons to train all personnel involved in the 
handling of or administration of assessments, as well as training in test 
security issues.  The training will occur in a timely manner and will be 
conducted in such a manner as to comply with the law. 

• We have addressed elsewhere our intent to have all mandated tests 
administered according to district-determined schedules. 

• The academy has a testing code with ETS, and the school counselor is 
knowledgeable about ACT and SAT information.  It is the responsibility 
of the school counselor to ensure that students have knowledge about 
the examinations, and adequate opportunities to take the tests.  The 
Academy has the ability to administer the PSAT/NMSQT to students. 

 

Demographics Reporting 
 
enCompass Academy utilizes the program for data input that the Washoe County 
School District (WCSD) utilizes.  At present, the program utilized is Infinite Campus.  
Student demographics are input on a regular basis, and the data collected is used for 
state reporting.  The academy receives support from WCSD in the form of trainings, 
software patches, and upgrades.  The academy submits quarterly average daily 
enrollment reports to the state, among other annual reports including the School 
Performance Plan, Emergency Operations Plan, Distance Education Plan, and other 
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requirements as specified.  The academy maintains its own equipment and utilizes 
Infinite Campus on the school site to manage and maintain the student demographic 
information the academy is required to provide for state demographic reports. 
 
In using its own equipment, enCompass Academy complies with the following rules: 
 

1. WCSD defines the configuration of the server and Infinite Campus, into which 
data tables data is entered, etc. 

2. The academy does not and will not deviate from the data handling practices 
defined and administered by WCSD. 

3. WCSD takes the lead on upgrading versions of Infinite Campus.  This means 
that the academy will not unilaterally upgrade their version of Infinite 
Campus(or other system) without the approval of WCSD. 

4. The Washoe County School District will notify the school in writing prior to 
upgrading the District’s version of Infinite Campus to allow the academy to 
plan to upgrade with WCSD. 

5. The academy follows the direction of the WCSD whenever the Infinite 
Campus vendor provides maintenance patches. 

6. The academy utilizes all Washoe County School District tables for coding and 
will not change coding schema without authorization from the WCSD. 

7. If the academy desires to change the coding table schema in Infinite Campus, 
the school shall propose those changes to WCSD.  The Washoe County School 
District shall consider the proposal and shall be the sole authority in 
determining if the proposal shall be adopted. 

 
The following graphs depict basic demographic information based upon sex, race 
and ethnicity for the 2018-19 school year. 

59
52

NUMBER OF 
STUDENTS BY SEX

Female  Male

53%
47%

PERCENT OF 
POPULATION BY SEX

FEMALE  MALE
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Public Policy, Accountability, and Assessment 

Student Accounting: 
 

1. The Administrative Assistant/Registrar, under the supervision of the 
principal, will maintain student records.  He/she will enroll students, 
maintain daily attendance records, and handle withdrawals. 

2. enCompass Academy administrative and secretarial personnel will attend 
the workshops conducted by the WCSD Public Policy, Accountability, and 
Assessment Department to ensure that the school complies with all aspects 
of the student accounting procedures, particularly the enrollment and 
attendance requirements associated with appointment.  The school will 
employ the student accounting procedures in use in WCSD schools, 
specifically procedure for recording student enrollment, withdrawal, and 
attendance. 

3. Teachers are trained in mandatory NRS and NAC attendance record keeping 
procedures through consultation with WCSD. 

42%

50%

1%2%2% 4%

PERCENT OF STUDENT POPULATION BY 
RACE

HISPANIC  CAUCASIAN

 ASIAN  NATIVE AMERICAN

 NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER  TWO OR MORE RACES
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4. The academy’s policy on absences, truancy, and tardiness is addressed in the 
charter application in the following manner in the Attendance Policy section. 

Governance and Staffing 
 

• Names and qualifications of the members of the board of directors are listed 
below.  Please see Appendix A for a list of members, board policies and 
procedures, and meeting minutes.   

o James Johnson, Chair, community member 
o Samuel O’Brien, Vice Chair, teacher member 
o Kenneth Greene, Fiscal Officer, community member (financial sector) 
o Stacie Wittek, community member (non profit sector) 
o Kathy King, community member 
o Corrinne Dunn, parent member 
o Tia Flores, community member (non profit sector) 

 
• The person selected as the administrative head of the charter is Toby 

Wiedenmayer. She is designated by the board of directors to draw all orders 
for the payment of money for enCompass Academy. 

 
• The Board of Directors selects and appoints the the academy principal. The 

Board of Directors has adopted a detailed job description that reflects the 
philosophy and goals of the school and outlines the duties and 
responsibilities of the principal. When filling a vacancy for the position of 
principal, the board may advertise locally or nationally through various 
advertising media. Consideration for selection will be given to all individuals, 
regardless of race, religion, color, national origin, sexual orientation, age, 
marital and parental status, or disability, which meet established 
qualifications and who appear to be most likely to succeed in the position. 
The board will create a screening committee appointed by the chair from its 
current membership. The board chair may also appoint a committee made up 
of its current teaching staff. Once the principal has been hired, the board will 
delegate the power to employ or terminate all other staff members as 
required. 

 
• Any further vacancies that may occur would become the responsibility of the 

principal to fill, working with existing staff to determine most qualified 
applicant. 

 
• The principal employs highly qualified Nevada licensed teachers in all 

academic core areas who understand and are agreeable to the enCompass 
Academy’s philosophy, and who are willing to participate in a program using 
a team-based approach. Teachers, to be employed at enCompass must be 
citizens of the United States or be in compliance with the Federal 
Immigration Reform and Control Act.  
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Currently, 100% of the core teaching staff at enCompass is highly qualified in 
the core academic domains.  Additionally, one instructor carries a Master’s 
degree in teaching or education and one carries a Ph.D.  Instructors apply a 
team-based approach, and meet weekly in a professional learning 
community to collaborate on curriculum and school concerns.  Three 
administrators carry a Master’s degree in school counseling, teaching, and 
counseling.   

 
• The procedures for evaluating teachers have been adopted from the 

evaluation system used by the Washoe County School District (See Appendix 
B), specifically the Nevada Educator Performance Framework (NSPF). 
Important to the work of the school is the teacher’s ability to develop 
community-linked, service-based learning activities for students and the 
ability to demonstrate how students learn inter-disciplinary knowledge and 
skills from participation in activities. Teachers will need to show an ability to 
work with teachers, students, and others who will participate in field-based 
learning experiences to recognize the curricular value of these experiences. 
enCompass will provide ongoing instruction for teachers in methodologies 
related to its goals. Teacher assessment is designed to determine teachers’ 
willingness and ability to develop and implement a unique instructional 
program and system of student assessment consistent with the school 
philosophy and relevant to the instructional and assessment mandates of the 
State of Nevada. 

 
• The academy follows the process required by NRS 386.595 in negotiating 

employment contracts with the employees of enCompass Academy by 
following the Washoe County School District’s salary schedule to determine 
each teacher’s salary. Teachers will be paid based on their education and 
years of experience as well as duties assigned, and will be compensated at 
least on the same level as a comparable teacher in the district, if not more, 
depending on financial  

 
• The academy’s system of governance is a collaborative process in which all 

people affected by a decision have the opportunity to be part of the decision-
making process. Teachers are given both the responsibility and the authority 
for charting the course towards academic achievement for every child. 
Teachers have genuine input in the areas of budgeting, academic 
achievement, decisions that affect curriculum, assessment, goal setting, and 
student evaluation, teacher training, hiring new teachers, and the school 
climate. 

 
• The governance structure consists of a board of directors and the school 

leadership/management team consisting of all certified staff, all classified 
staff and the principal. The leadership team will meet a minimum of 
quarterly meetings, but more likely on a monthly basis, to work on overall 
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planning for the school. The Board of Directors will consist of a minimum of 
six members. One member must be an active, certified teacher, one member 
must be a parent of a student attending the school, and the remaining 
members are to be representative the general public, preferably with 
expertise in public service, nonprofits, private business, and/or higher 
education. The academy recognizes the benefit of having one board member 
be affiliated with the organizational partnership.  The Board of Directors will 
meet a minimum of once per month, with the exception of July and December 
and adhere to all pertinent open meeting laws. In all meetings of the Board, 
the presence of a quorum shall be necessary to conduct a meeting and no 
action of the board is valid unless approved by a majority of the board 
members present. The Board of Directors welcomes students, staff, parents, 
and the general public to all meetings.  (See Appendix A) 

 
• Each member of the Board of Directors shall hold office for a limited number 

of years, dependent upon service, but tentatively four years. Any vacancy that 
occurs on the board of directors will be filled by appointment by the 
remaining members of the board at a public meeting. The Officers of Board of 
Directors will be a chair and vice chair (or co-chairs), the secretary and a 
treasurer and are elected by the Board of Directors. The principal will serve 
as the Board liaison to the Washoe County School District’s Board of 
Trustees. 

 
• There is currently a charter school agreement between Washoe County 

School District(WCSD) and enCompass Academy,  and this agreement will be 
renewed following the successful application for renewal to the Washoe 
County School District.  The agreement will give close attention to the terms 
and conditions that relate to the educational program, the governance, and 
the fiscal management of enCompass to be sure they are adequate and 
unambiguous. 

 
In the event any dispute arises between WCSD and enCompass concerning 
this agreement, such dispute shall first be submitted to the superintendent of 
the Washoe County School District or his designee for review. There after, 
representatives of WCSD and enCompass shall meet in an attempt of good 
faith to negotiate a resolution of the dispute. In the event these 
representatives are unable to resolve the dispute informally pursuant to this 
procedure, they shall submit the matter to the WCSD Board of Trustees for its 
consideration. 
 

• The school determined three years ago that the board would not only  set 
policy for the school to operate, but would be tasked with additional duties 
including support with a five-year sustainability proposal.  This proposal will 
outline additional responsibilities for the current board members, and will 
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provide additional guidance and support for the school and its 
administration.   
 

• The following is a list of our certified teachers and classified full and part-
time staff and their assigned positions: 
 
Lydia Suarez, B.A., English 
Larry Adams, Ph.D., Science 
Kristen Quintana, B.A., Dean of Students/Data Coach/Spanish/Social Studies 
Victoria Velazquez, B.S., Math/Special Education 
Adam Khan, B.S., Math 
Edna Mirey Meza, M.A., Social Studies 
Toby Wiedenmayer, M.A., Administration/Special Education/English/Art 
Alissa Wilmet, M.A. School Counselor/Special Education 
Laure Turner, H.S., Registrar/Administrative Assistant 
Dana Zbella, M.A., School Social Worker/Success Coach 
Kristin Moffitt, M.A., English/Drama/Extended Day 
 
Part-time Staff: 
Eric Holland, B.A., Art Project Facilitator 
Melissa Gilbert, B.A., Home Arts Project Facilitator 
Eddie Guth, B.A., Art Project Facilitator 
Melinda Blackwell, M.A., Equine Project Facilitator 
Lucas Stephenson, B.A., Music Project Facilitator 

 

Recruitment and Parent Education 
 

• The school currently serves up to 125 students.  Modifications as to the 
number of students in each grade level may occur (for example, there may be 
more students enrolled who are at sophomore status than senior status.)  
Students will be enrolled as spaces are available by grade level.  Individual 
transcripts will be evaluated to ensure the school can meet the individual 
needs of the student.  This is due to the fact that as a small school, there are 
not always spaces available for every grade level and every class.  enCompass 
has adopted a rolling admission policy. When the student enrollment at a 
particular grade level (core cadre) reaches capacity, students will be put on a 
waiting list.  As openings occur as a result of withdrawal or graduation, 
students from the waiting list will be given notice as to the availability in the 
order they occur on the list, by appropriate grade level.  This process will 
continue at enCompass Academy. 
 

• The relationship with the Boys and Girls Club of the Truckee Meadows serves 
as a natural feeder for some students who are in its programs already.  In 
addition, the ability to stay at a smaller size will allow the school to 
implement its enrollment systems.   
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• enCompass Academy includes its contact information on the WCSD website 

to help recruit new members.  In addition, the school counselor alerts other 
school counselors for WCSD as to our programs during the monthly meeting.  
Additionally, the school counselor presents at Pathways to High School 
nights for the Reno/Sparks middle schools.  In the spring months, enCompass 
has open houses open to the public to share information about the school.  
Key open houses will occur over the summer at the new location, which has a 
greater net of families. Notification for these events is shared in local 
libraries and businesses, as well as through social media.  Finally, as budget 
allows, additional advertisements may be placed in the newspaper or in the 
local movie theaters. 

 
• The Administrative Assistant shall keep an electronic data based of persons 

who have expressed interest, and shall place them on waiting lists.  Parents 
will be contacted via phone or e-mail for upcoming events, and when they 
have been accepted into the program.  The waiting lists will be used only as 
needed (if a particular class cadre is too full), and will be separated by grade 
level. 

 

• There are no fees, charges, or deposit for courses, equipment, lunch or  
breakfast currently, and none are anticipated.  enCompass is a closed 
campus, serving meals and providing supplies and uniforms to all students 
free of cost, and the Academy will continue that precedent. 

 
• enCompass Academy will promote parent involvement and ownership in the 

school’s educational programming through the development of a Parent 
Organization, open houses, school newsletters, and an updated website and 
social media site. This programming will also lead to ancillary support for the 
school.   
 

• The school administration worked to facilitate the start-up of a Parent 
Organization that would meet on a monthly basis in the spring of 2012.  This 
group has run fundraisers for the school. It is the intention to grow this 
group with the new programming, and to build a core group of parents to 
facilitate support of programming.  The leader of the Parent Organization is 
sits on the enCompass school board. 

 
• The school organizes an mandatory orientation prior to the start of school, 

and quarterly open houses for parents.  This provides opportunities for 
parents to meet with teachers to gain feedback on student performance on 
report cards and to better understand the educational programming of the 
school.    Participation in these events in the past was around 25%, and this is 
a constant work in progress.  This past school year, the open houses were 
moved to additional times on varying days to capture more parents.  The 
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events that were more of celebratory events tended to draw more parents.  
The last several school events drew closer to 50% of parents, with the 
mandatory orientation capturing about 90% of parents.  It is our goal to 
increase that number. 
 

• The school has an Intent to Enroll process whereby every potential new 
student is required to meet with a member of the administrative team with a 
parent prior to enrollment.  The plan developed includes a review of 
academic and behavioral history, as well as goal setting for the new 
placement.  This plan is revisited and refined annually to ensure that the 
student is working toward personal goals. See Personal Pathways on page 64 
for more details. 

Enrollment Policy 
Enrollment will be limited to 125 students.  Enrollment opportunities will open up 
the beginning of each semester and remain open for 20 school days.  Preference will 
be given each year to returning students and the enrollment of siblings of a pupil 
who is currently enrolled in the school.  Upon notification that enCompass Academy 
is identified as being in an area of at-risk, preference will also be given to a student 
who resides within two miles of the academy. Preference will also be given to 
students who reside in the district before enrolling students coming from another 
school district. 

Process for Admission for Students Requiring Special Education Services  
If a student is already in special education at another school, the student’s 
parent/guardian must request a change of placement IEP at the current school with 
the case manager, LEA, and Special Education Teacher from the academy. Parents 
and students need to be aware of the inclusive classroom program at enCompass 
Academy. * 
 
A current IEP must be in place with the following items in place: 

1. enCompass Academy inclusive schedule as noted. 
2. Current reevaluation with psychological report. 
3. Transcripts. 
4. enCompass will accept as many special education students as resources 

allow. 
 

*NRS 386.582.4 If the governing body of a charter school is unable to provide 
appropriate special education program related services for a particular disability of a 
pupil who is enrolled in the charter school, the governing body may request that the 
board of trustees of the school district of the county in which the student resides 
transfer that pupil to an appropriate school.   

Lottery Policy 
If the number of eligible students wishing to enroll in enCompass Academy exceeds 
the number of spaces available, then the school will hold a lottery to determine 
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which applicants it will accept. The names of all students eligible for admission will 
be placed in a container and selected randomly to fill those spaces.  If the student 
drawn does not accept the position, another name will be drawn. 

Enrollment History 
The following table illustrates the count-day numbers for the school by year. 
 
2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
79 98 114 101 109 
     
2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 
125 118 152 114 134 
     
2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 
128 113 113 

 
   2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 
Q1 84.1  77.9 95.68 
Q2   79.7 85.9 96 
Q3 83.8 88.9 105 
Q4 86 92.2  
 
After the relocation and the financial trouble that the school endured in 2015 , 
enCompass struggled at the start to reboot and increase its population.  Since the fall 
of 2017, the school has been on a steady increase.   
 
In the past, students were not electing to come to the school until their first quarter 
or semester is complete after they receive grade reports.  This has had an impact on 
the average daily enrollment, as well as the general programming for the students.  
It is a goal to attract and retain more freshmen and sophomores, and the school is 
working diligently to promote to these populations.  For the 2018-19 school year, 
the school has enrolled 20 freshmen and 25 sophomores.   
 
The relationship with the partner organization will allow the school to work with up 
to 125 students, and satisfy its fiscal requirements.  In accordance with the school’s 
enrollment in the past three years, this will be an appropriate number to work 
towards.   

Attendance Policy  
 
The school followed the updated attendance policies outlined by the Washoe County 
School District to combat the issue of chronic absenteeism within the district and 
state.  Chronic absenteeism is defined as missing more than 90% of the school days 
excused or unexcused.  Chronic absenteeism is now a factor on the Nevada School 
Performance Framework.  All absences, excused or unexcused, count against the 
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90% if the class work and assignments attributed to the missed instruction are not 
made up.   
 
In accordance with NRS 392.122, a minimum attendance for promotion to the next 
grade level or credit earning must be established by the Board of Trustees.   

 
In accordance with NRS 392.040, enCompass Academy requires students to attend 
all classes. Students are required to attend 100% of all scheduled classes in which 
they are enrolled, unless otherwise excused. Students, along with parents and 
guardians, share with the school, the responsibility of adhering to the attendance 
laws and regulations of the school and the State of Nevada. Students who are proven 
to be truant may be required to make up for lost instructional hours with 
attendance at before school, after school and/or alternative school sessions or 
temporary educational placements (TEP). Students will not be suspended from 
school for truancy.   

 
Excused absences include those caused by personal illness, bereavement, verifiable 
legal and medical appointments, or exceptional circumstances approved by the 
principal or designee. The principal or designee shall determine on an individual 
basis when there are exceptional circumstances that justify changing an unapproved 
absence to an excused absence after consultation with the parent or guardian if 
appropriate. The excuses granted under the category of exceptional circumstances 
will be prearranged, whenever possible, at least five school days before the absence 
begins.  The parent or guardian must acknowledge the absence with an oral or 
written excuse to the principal or designee within three days after the student 
returns to school, and thereby assumes responsibility for the student’s absence from 
school.  

 
Students who are absent from school or classes because of school-sanctioned 
activity, recognized religious holiday, chronic illness verified by a physician, or while 
on suspension, may have an excused absence, however the absence will still count 
agains the students average daily attendance and chronic absenteeism whether it is 
excused or not.  Once a student’s average daily attendance is less than 90%, or more 
than 8 school days for most classes, the student will be considered chronically 
absent.   Absences for reasons other than those listed above will be classified as 
unexcused. Provided the student makes up all associated work for the class, the 
absence will be recoded to temporary educational placement (TEP), and the absence 
will not count towards the average daily attendance or chronic absenteeism.  
Ideally, students will not miss school unless it is necessary.  Medical and other 
appointments should be scheduled outside of school time. Family vacation should be 
planned for the breaks and not be taken when school is in session. Parents or 
guardians must notify the school, or the absence will be considered truancy rather 
than unexcused. 
 
Truancy is defined in NRS 392.130 as follows: “A student shall be truant when  
absent from school without the written approval of his/her teacher or the principal 
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of the school, unless the student is physically or mentally unable to attend school.” 
The teacher or principal shall give his/her written approval for a student to be 
absent if an emergency exists or upon the request of a parent, legal guardian or 
other person having control or charge of the student. An approved absence will not 
be counted in determining whether or not a student is truant as defined in NRS 
392.130. However, an approved absence may not necessarily be an excused absence 
as defined elsewhere in this regulation. Before a student may attend or otherwise 
participate in school activities outside the classroom during regular classroom 
hours, she/he must receive the approval of the teacher or principal. Absence for any 
part of the day shall be truancy. 
 
An absence, which has not been approved as indicated above, is an unapproved 
absence. Written notice to inform the parents, legal guardian or other person and in 
control or charge of the child, of truancy and listing such absences, must be 
delivered to him/her within 10 days.  This can occur through a documented phone 
call, or a letter home.   
 
Any student who has been declared truant three or more times in one school year, 
must be declared a habitual truant. Any student who has once been declared a 
habitual truant and who in an immediate succeeding year is absent from school 
without written approval may again be declared a habitual truant. The principal is 
required by law to report to the appropriate law enforcement agency the name of 
any student who is a habitual truant. 
 
Any student who is absent for more than four days, or periods in the same class, 
during a school quarter or who continues to be absent during subsequent quarters 
may, at the discretion of the principal: 

1. Be the subject of a staff/parent or guardian/student assistance program 

conference to determine possible causes and solutions to the student’s 

attendance problems. 

2. Be considered for placement and alternative programs, i.e., group or 

individual counseling, tutoring, and/or special resources, depending on 

availability, and need. 

3. Be strongly recommended to attend extended day programming, summer 

school, and/or participate in alternative means of earning credit 

Students at enCompass Academy must be in attendance at least 90% of the time in 
order to be promoted to the next higher grade and/or to remain a student. Although 
makeup work cannot take the place of student/teacher interaction, classroom 
teachers will require makeup work. Students will be allowed to make up all absence 
related work within a period of time equal to the length of their absence plus one 
day, unless an alternative plan is agreed upon. The scholastic grade on makeup work 
for unexcused absences and/or truancy may be lowered at the discretion of the 
teacher. Schoolwork missed as a result of suspensions must be made up. 
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Like absences, tardiness also adversely affects the learning process. Tardiness may 
affect the citizenship and/or academic grades and chronic tardiness will be referred 
for disciplinary action. Parent or guardian communication with the school, either 
orally or in writing, is required to excuse absences for illnesses, medical and dental 
appointments, family bereavement, legal appointments and recognized religious 
observances. The principal or designee may grant excused absences and/or waive 
any earn back requirement for exceptional circumstances. Excuses must be 
submitted within three days after the student returns to school following the tardy.  
Parents or legal guardians should attempt to make telephone contact with the 
school office to inform the school in advance of the student’s tardiness to ensure the 
child’s safety. The school will verify tardiness and absences and ensure children’s 
safety by attempting to make phone contact with parents or guardians after the 
office receives notice from the teacher of a student’s absence.   
 
enCompass Academy shall inform parents or legal guardians of each student who is 
enrolled that the parents or legal guardians and the students are required to comply 
with the provisions governing the attendance and truancy of students as set forth in 
NRS 392.040 to NRS 392.160, inclusive, and any other rules concerning attendance 
and truancy adopted by the enCompass Academy Board of Directors. 

 
See Appendix D for Student Handbook and Community Guidelines. 
 

Curriculum and Environment 
 
The original goal of the charter for enCompass Academy was to be a project-based, 
interdisciplinary program that used authentic learning and portfolio/competency 
based assessment to motivate students.  For a more in-depth overview of the 
curriculum, see the overview under Effectiveness of Educational Program on page 42 
of this application.  In addition, information related to the curriculum including 
pacing guides and syllabi are available in Appendix E. 
 

PERFORMANCE REPORTING 

Proficiency Performance Reported on Nevada Report Card from 2009-2015 
 
Mathematics Proficiency of 11th Grade Students 
Year Percentage Proficient Over the past five years, there 

has been some progress in 
mathematics by the 11th grade 
cadre.  The school is still 
performing below the state and 
district levels.   

2009-
2010 

40% 

2010-
2011 

44.4% 

2011-
2012 

45.5% 
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2012-
2013 

45.9% 

2013-
2014 

46% 

2014-
2015 

44% 

 
Reading Proficiency of 11th Grade Students 
Year Percentage Proficient Over the past five years, there 

has been some progress in 
reading by the 11th grade cadre.  
The school is performing 
slightly better than the state as 
reflected in the NSPF report.  
There was a very high 
proficiency in 2009, leading to 
the largest graduation class in 
2011.     

2009-
2010 

91.9% 

2010-
2011 

80.6% 

2011-
2012 

69.7% 

2012-
2013 

59.5% 

2013-
2014 

74.4% 

2014-
2015 

61% 

 
Writing Proficiency of 11th Grade Students 
Year Percentage Proficient Over the past five years, there 

has been some progress in 
writing by the 11th grade cadre. 
The school has implemented a 
more rigorous intervention 
program with common rubrics 
for the writing with the goal 
that common writing 
expectations will help to 
improve the program.  There 
was a very high proficiency in 
2009, leading to the largest 
graduation class in 2011.     

2009-
2010 

78.4% 

2010-
2011 

61.1% 

2011-
2012 

71% 

2012-
2013 

63% 

2013-
2014 

67% 

2014-
2015 

67.6% 

 
Science Proficiency of 11th Grade Students 
Year Percentage Proficient Over the past five years, there 

has been some progress in 
science by the 11th grade cadre.  
After the lowest point in 2010-
11, there has been steady 
growth upward.   

2009-
2010 

75% 

2010-
2011 

48% 

2011-
2012 

60.6% 
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2012-
2013 

50% 

2013-
2014 

61% 

2014-
2015 

61% 

 

Proficiency Performance Reported on Nevada Report Card: End of Course Exam 
 
End of Course (EOC):  Reading 
Year Percentage 

Proficient 
The EOC has changed throughout the past three years, 
from a high stakes assessment that was just being normed 
to a component of a student’s final grade.  As such, it has 
been difficult to use the measure as tool to describe the 
school’s teaching.      

2017-
18  

33.3% 

 
End of Course (EOC):  Writing 
Year Percentage 

Proficient 
The EOC has changed throughout the past three years, 
from a high stakes assessment that was just being normed 
to a component of a student’s final grade.  As such, it has 
been difficult to use the measure as tool to describe the 
school’s teaching.     

2017-
18  

41.1% 

 
End of Course (EOC):  Algebra 
Year Percentage 

Proficient 
The EOC has changed throughout the past three years, 
from a high stakes assessment that was just being normed 
to a component of a student’s final grade.  As such, it has 
been difficult to use the measure as tool to describe the 
school’s teaching.      

2017-
18  

63.8% 

 
End of Course (EOC):  Geometry 
Year Percentage 

Proficient 
The EOC has changed throughout the past three years, from 
a high stakes assessment that was just being normed to a 
component of a student’s final grade.  As such, it has been 
difficult to use the measure as tool to describe the school’s 
teaching.  It has been of particular note that students are 
tending do do better in Algebra as opposed to Geometry, 
and this has become a cross-curricular focus. 

2017-
18  

12.5% 

 
Cohort 2018-19 End of Course Exam Performance 

 ELA 1: Reading ELA 2: Writing Algebra  Geometry 
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Level 1 77% 64% 28% 93% 

Level 2 15% 29% 60% 7% 

Level 3 0% 0% 12% 0% 

Level 4 8% 7% 0% 0% 

Cohort 2017-18 End of Course Exam Performance 

 ELA 1: Reading ELA 2: Writing Algebra  Geometry 

Level 1 61% 39% No Data 95% 

Level 2 26% 39% 0% 

Level 3 9% 22% 5% 

Level 4 4% 0% 0% 

 
Average End of Course Exam Scores by Sub Populations 

 EOC Reading  EOC Writing  EOC Algebra  EOC Geometry 

Overall 
Population 

385.7272727 353.3529412 410.2978723 311.5 

ELL 362.2857143 345.5714286 391.4 351.8 

Hispanic 396.8333333 370.36 400.8695652 311.4736842 

SPED 375.3333333 274 414.5384615 229 

FRL 375.3333333 395.5238095 406.8965517 308 

NO AT RISK NO DATA NO DATA 423.1666667 NO DATA 

 
Based upon the EOC performance of enCompass students, it is clear that many 
struggle with assessment and basic skills.  Students struggled most with geometry 
over all other EOC exams.  This performance highlights a cross-curricular issue, 
whereby many students struggle to read and answer questions about graphics 
including diagrams, graphs, or charts.  This difficulty was highlighted in the ACT 
performance, and preliminary performance on the Science EOC.  enCompass has 
developed an advisory system whereby students who require additional support 
with mathematics or reading will get the support in those classes.  Additionally, 
through the most recent assessment scores for the EOC, it was noted that the special 
education (SPED) population had significantly lower scores for both writing and 
geometry.  The school has put more emphasis on supporting the students with IEPs 
by providing more time for the special education case manager to provide support 
in mathematics classes, in support classes, and in core classes.  A new schedule has 
been implemented for the 2018-19 school year to free the educator up to support 
more students. 
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Proficiency Performance Reported on Nevada Report Card: ACT 
 
ACT Performance 
Year Average Score  Total 

Participants 
Score Range   

  
2015-16 14.6 34 9-25 
2016-17 13.2 28 8-22 
2017-18 13.9 32 11-25 
 

 
 
The performance on the ACT exam is a major focus for the enCompass school 
performance plan (SPP) as it pertains to our ultimate goal to improve life outcomes 
of the students we serve.  The scores above reflect the 2017-18 school year 
performance.  Data was pulled and evaluated on 5/1/18.  Our goals seek to reduce 
the gap in performance between sub-populations and the students with no risk 
factors, and to improve the overall average score and the percentage of college-
ready students.  The school has adopted curricular measures to support this 
including:  1) quarterly ACT practice testing of all students in the ACT test format 
style, 2) embedded ACT question samples and question stems in all core classes, and 
3) ACT test support outside the school day for students who require additional 
support.  In addition, all faculty members have taken the assessment in their core 
subject area.  Training occurs regularly for faculty to incorporate ACT structures in 
the core classes.   
 
It has been noted that across the board, enCompass students are not college-ready.  
All scores are significantly lower than college readiness scores.  The school will 

ACT ACT ENG ACT MATH ACT READ ACT WRITE

OVERALL POP 13.93333333 12.13333333 15.37777778 14.08888889 4.466666667

ELL 11.85714286 9.428571429 13.85714286 11 3

HIS 12.83333333 10.7 14.6 12.5 4.366666667

SPED 11.66666667 9.333333333 14.66666667 11 3.444444444

FRL 13.96296296 11.77777778 15.48148148 13.92592593 4.481481481

NO AT RISK 16.5 17.33333333 17.16666667 18.5 4.333333333
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incorporate school performance and accreditation goals around improving ACT 
performance.  The following graphs illustrate all current (from 2018-19 as they 
were enrolled on 2/1/19) students who have completed the ACT assessment.   
 

 
The female average on the ACT is slightly higher across all categories, with the male 
sub population scoring an average of 2 points less than female sub population 
overall.  The greatest gap for male vs. female is in the ACT writing assessment, 
where the males scored over 2 points less than females on average.  The school has 
had both ACT preparation courses as well as a female and male class, and the team 
is considering looking at doing ACT prep separated by sex to provide more targeted 
support without distraction.     
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The ACT scores by race indicate that the Caucasian sub population has scored higher 
in the composite, English, math, and reading.  In the science assessment, across the 
overall, Hispanic, and Caucasian sub populations, all students performed similarly.  
The two or more races performed better on the writing assessment than other sub 
populations.   
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Students who qualify for FRL have performed slightly below the overall average 
in all sub categories.  This is a slight difference from the May of 2018 data pull in 
that the FRL sub population performed slightly above the overall population for 
the ACT composite, and was slightly above in there performance in math and 
science.   
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Students who have been designated as ELL have made gains specifically in 
mathematics and writing, but are still performing below the overall average in 
the composite, English, math, and reading.  In science, the ELL sub population 
performed better than the overall average.   
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Students who have qualified for special education services have done better than 
the overall student population in the ACT composite, math, and science.  This is 
different from the data pulled in May of 2018, as the current cohort of students 
receiving services are doing better on ACT assessments.  In addition, the group that 
was pulled in May of 2018 included a senior class cohort with lower scores. 
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Students who have been designated as CIT have performed slightly above or 
below the overall average in the sub tests.  Based upon the current data, the CIT 
sub population has done better on math and science, and is slightly behind the 
overall average for enCompass students in language arts (English, reading, and 
writing).  Data was not evaluated in May of 2018 to compare, however the CIT 
population has significantly grown in the 2018-19 school year. 
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Based upon student performance on the ACT, goals have been developed in 
accordance with grant funding to support growth in the ACT.   
Student 

Subgroup 

School Long-term Goals 

ELA Economically 

Disadvantaged 

Students 

1. Improve overall average ACT rate by 2 points (from 13.8 to 15.8). 

2. Improve writing ACT score by 1 point (from an average of 4.48 to 

5.48). 

3. Improve reading ACT score by 2 points (from an average of 13.9 to 

15.9). 

4. Improve English ACT score by 2 points (from an average of 11.7 to 

13.7). 

ELA EL Students 

 

1. Improve average ACT rate by 2 points (from 12.8 to 14.8). 

2. Improve writing ACT score by 1 point (from an average of 3 to 4). 

3. Improve reading ACT score by 2 points (from an average of 11 to 13). 

4. Improve English ACT score by 2 points (from an average of 9.4 to 

11.4). 

Math Economically 

Disadvantaged 

Students 

1. Improve overall average ACT rate by 2 points (from an average of 

13.9 to 15.9). 

2. Improve math ACT score by 2 points (from an average of 15.48 to 

17.48) 

Math EL Students 

 

1. Improve average ACT rate by 2 points (from an average of 12.8 to 

14.8). 

2. Improve math ACT score by 2 points (from an average of 13.85 to 

15.85). 

In-House Benchmark Scores for Reading and Mathematics 
 
Average Accuccess Benchmark Scores by Year 
Year  Mathematics   Reading 
2015-16 555 652 
2016-17 574 761 
2017-18 585 749 
2018-19 555 802 
 
Students often enroll at enCompass skill or credit deficient, or both.  The school has 
seen a steady improvement in basic skills over the past three years, however the 
school is still below grade level on average.  The skill deficits impact the average 
ACT and EOC average scores, and necessitate a plan for interventions to be provided 
to students.  Reading skills have been steadily improving, but math performance has 
been stagnant.  The school provides two highly qualified math instructors, as well as 
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math intervention twice per week.  In addition, the school has implemented an 
honors Calculus class for students to work toward.   

 

Overall, the female sub population has done better than male sub population across 
all categories with the exception of the math assessment from August of 2018.  It is 
important to note the dip in performance that occurs in the Winter benchmark.  This 
has been typical over the years.  While assessment scores are used in conjunction 
with other factors to determine placements for interventions, many returning 
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students do not take the winter assessment as seriously as they do the fall 
assessment. 

 
 

The average performance score of the Hispanic sub population was less than the 
overall and Caucasian sub populations for both reading and mathematics in August, 
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however the group saw improvement in mathematics, and less of a dip in reading as 
compared to the Caucasian sub population. 
 

The overall average of performance mirrors the performance of the students 
qualifying for FRL.  enCompass has had the highest average of FRL students (64% 
as of the data pull in October of 2018), so this makes sense.    
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The average performance score of the ELL sub population was less than the 
overall and overall performance for mathematics in August, however it mirrored 
the overall population for reading.   The group saw improvement in mathematics 
between the two assessment deliveries, and less of a dip in reading as compared 
to the overall population. 
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 The average performance score of the students who qualify for special education 
services sub population was less than the overall average performance for each 
delivery of the assessment.  This is makes sense, as the majority of students who 
qualify for services do so as a result of reading or mathematics at enCompass. 
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The average performance score of the CIT sub population was less than the overall 
average for both reading and mathematics for every assessment,  however the 
group saw a decrease in the gap of performance between the overall average and 
CIT average for reading in the January assessment. 
 
Tables outlining this performance are available in Appendix F.  
 
Please note that there may be slight variations between this data, and the data from 
the Nevada Report Card, due to the fact that students were included in the data if 
they had been at enCompass and had taken the assessment at enCompass, even if 
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they were no longer students.  Overall trends are still considered accurate, with 
overall percentage improvements across all groups.  The school needs to continue to 
work to improve assessment performance among minority and special populations 
to align with the same pace of the improvements of the Caucasian subgroup.    

Achievement Gap and Special Population Performance 

The term “achievement gap” is often defined as the difference between the test 
scores of minority and/or low income students and the test scores of their 
Caucasian peers.  Data was evaluated for this portion using this model.  It is noted 
that at various educational phases, achievement gaps may occur between other 
groups as well.  Differences between scores of students with different backgrounds 
(ethnic, racial, gender, disability, and income) will be evaluated with specific 
attention paid to students at-risk as compared to students who are on track.   

The overall population of enCompass is 97% at-risk.  Comparing the performance of 
enCompass students to the performance of the Washoe County School District and 
the State of Nevada as a whole will provide greater insight into the challenge of 
supporting enCompass students, while reducing achievement gaps.  On average, 
students start at enCompass with an overall average for reading and mathematics 
that is several grade levels behind for mathematics, and one or more behind for 
reading.  These skill deficits impact performance on the EOC and ACT assessments, 
and also impact the students sense of themselves as students.   
 
The composite ACT score that reflects college and career readiness is 22.  
enCompass is well below that average, with a current average of 15.9.  It is noted, 
however, that enCompass saw the greatest improvement on average as compared to 
both Washoe County School District and the state of Nevada as demonstrated below. 
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At- Risk Population 

  

 
 

The at-risk indicators in this report take into account the following: race/ethnicity, 
credit attainment, attendance, FRL, ELL, SPED, and CIT. Other factors that have been 
assessed include retention, transiency, and suspensions.  In addition to these 
factors, a student’s performance on assessment is also taken into account.  Under 
this system, a total of 97% of students would be considered at-risk. 
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Special Populations 
In addition to the above outlined curriculum program, enCompass Academy also 
applies several unique features to help support its special populations (IEP, LEP, 
and FRL).  EnCompass Academy seeks to remove all barriers to successful school 
participation by providing uniforms, meals, and supplies to all students. 

Teacher Planning: 
Teachers work the equivalent of 10 days beyond the student school year in 
curriculum planning and community “maintenance” activities such as reviewing and 
revising curriculum, reviewing and revising school policies, developing plans for 
school growth, establishing relationships between the school and the surrounding 
community, and conducting explorations into instructionally valuable resources in 
the surrounding community.  In addition, teacher’s meet weekly to discuss both 
curriculum and ways to best support our population through differentiated 
instruction models 

Advisement: 
The academy employs a full-time school counselor.  This allows for an increase in 
conferences with teachers and students regarding progress in the academic core, 
independent study, and beyond-the schoolhouse learning.  These conferences take 
place during class time, before school, or after school.   

Reintegration: 
The academy employs a part-time reintegration specialist.  This individual is 
responsible for monitoring individual student attendance, making phone calls, and 
completing house visits to help students to reintegrate into the school setting.   

Early Warning System: 
Students who may be having academic difficulties and at risk of losing credit, 
his/her parents/guardians are contacted.   In addition, parents/guardians are 
contacted on a daily basis when their student has had an unexcused absence or 
tardy.  We have a data coach employed full-time who has the ability to  

Public Demonstrations and Displays: 
A standard part of every academic semester is a week of demonstration and 
display. At a minimum, this includes one "open house" at the school where 
students display their project work for the term. enCompass Academy faculty will 
also actively seek other venues for public display of student work, depending, of 
course, on the topic. We have had displays of academy work in the lobbies of 
businesses and industries, at the public libraries, in other schools and public 
institutions. 

Academic Core Program: 
Students have an opportunity to earn four credits per academic year, one each in 
the core subjects of English, math, science, and social studies.  The elective 
program provides two and a half credits each year.  The academy has the same 
requirements for graduation as the Washoe County School District. 
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Interdisciplinary Project Class: 
The interdisciplinary project class is a class unique to enCompass Academy that 
looks at real-world issues from an interdisciplinary framework.  The goal of this 
class is to provide students with an enriching, community-centered atmosphere 
where learning has real world applications.  Each year, the overarching theme is 
tailored by each of the instructors.  One popular theme is “Quality of Life in Our 
Local Community.”  Students utilize this time to explore contemporary issues 
through all of the disciplines.  Students have the opportunity to earn a full elective 
credit each quarter for this class.  Students have the opportunity to choose the 
interdisciplinary course that best fits their learning style. 

Intervention Programs: 
The school has embedded time in its school day for intervention.  Students complete 
a baseline assessment, and are placed into an intervention based upon their 
performance.  The software that is used for the assessment also includes 
prescriptive software to help students improve their skills and get up to grade level.  
This software is available for students to use both on site, and in their homes 
outside of the school day.   
 
Intervention classes focus on reading, ESL, mathematics, writing, and test 
preparation.  Students on track have additional options during intervention time 
such as Poetry Out Loud, figure drawing, silent sustained reading, or kitchen 
assistant.  Intervention classes meet for two hours per week.  The school also 
developed a math academy class that is a focused class period for mathematics 
intervention.  

Electives: 
We also have a strong elective program.  Students who have not completed physical 
education, computer literacy, or health choose those as electives.  Intervention 
coursework is also considered elective.  Other electives include art, music, drama, 
agriculture, yearbook, creative arts, work-study, internship, independent study, and 
others. 

Support Staff: 
The academy has been able to secure funding for part time project facilitators.  
These individuals provide support to the certified teachers, and increase the 
student-adult ratio in the classroom.  The project facilitators also allow for 
additional supervision during off campus learning experiences. 

Schedule: 
In the 2015-16 year, the school returned to a 5-day school week after having a four-
day school week in the previous years.  The reasons for this move are two-fold.  The 
first is that it will allow the school to offer additional academic time to work on skill 
deficiencies.  In addition, it is felt that attendance will be improved throughout the 
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school day and school week, ultimately improving overall school performance and 
culture. enCompass Academy will continue to work on a five-day school schedule. 

Closed Campus: 
The academy works with many students who are not eating on a regular basis.  As a 
result, there has been the addition of several culinary classes in the form of 
HomeArts from beginning to advanced.  These classes cook the meals for the school, 
as well as for the community through a catering project.  Meals are free to all 
students and staff.  The goal of the closed campus is to support students to stay in 
school for the entire school day, and to provide a healthy and safe atmosphere. 

Cameras: 
The academy has installed cameras with audio and visual recording throughout the 
building (classrooms, hallways, exterior spaces.)  As a result, students are easier to 
monitor in terms of behavior. 

Special Education Services: 
enCompass Academy employs a full-time special education teacher to provide 
required services per student IEPs. The academy contracts with an outside nurse 
and psychologist to review and assess for eligibilities.  The academy will contract 
with other specialists as needed based upon the individual eligibility requirements.  
In addition to the full-time special education teacher, the academy has two other 
endorsed special educators.  Average caseload for special education has been 22.   

ESL Students: 
Two teachers at enCompass Academy are in the process of receiving a TESOL 
endorsement.  In addition, The Academy staff and faculty have undergone 
professional development in G.L.A.D. and interpretation of the WIDA assessment.   

Teacher to Student Ratio: 
Wherever possible, the teacher to student ratio is 1:20.  The number of students in a 
class will not exceed 25.   

Credit Recovery and Extended Day: 
The academy recognizes the needs of our at-risk population in terms of their tardies, 
absences, and lack of credits.  As a result, the school purchased software through 
Edmentum in the fall of 2015 to support credit recovery options, and provide 
targeted interventions through prescriptive software to students.  The school has 
licenses for up to 200 students.  The school is has an approved Distance Education 
Plan to support how to best monitor the software and program (Appendix H). 
 
In the spring of 2017, enCompass employed an extended-day program for all credit 
deficient students.  Credit deficient students cannot enroll at enCompass unless they 
agree to stay for two hours beyond the regular school day to get caught up on 
classes.  This program includes online program offerings, as well as on ground 
classes.  On average, 30 students participate in extended-day programs, with many 
students reclaiming credits on the path to graduation. 
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Please see Appendix H for additional information and data related to at-risk 
populations including the benchmark data to determine intervention classes and 
sub-population percentages and performance.   

Average Daily Attendance 
 
Attendance has been an ongoing concern.  Several attendance incentives have been 
implemented, and there has been improvement in the school culture because of it.  
The impact of students traveling from all over the school district has an impact on 
attendance, the impact of relying on individuals to find transportation impacts 
attendance, and the individual behaviors of students impact attendance.  The 
academy does not have access to truancy officers or programs, and works to 
develop its own in house.  In the past year, the Washoe County School District has 
supported the school with a Family Advocate.  Attendance is screened daily, and 
phone calls are sent home on a daily basis.  Students meet with the Dean if they have 
an unverified absence on a daily basis.  These practices have helped more students 
focus and attend, but there students who miss on a habitual basis.  enCompass 
Academy will work to improve this attendance pattern by freeing up time for 
administrative staff and teachers to reach out to families on a more regular basis 
through phone calls, meetings, and home visits.  The academy is also setting up 
individual learning plans, with parents, to address specific concerns.   
 
Year Rainshadow ADA WCSD State 
2003-04 88.8% 95.3% 94.1% 
2004-05 92.1% 95.3% 94.5% 
2005-06 90.6% 94.9% 93.7% 
2006-07 84.6% 94.8% 93.9% 
2007-08 78.6% 94.8% 94.3% 
2008-09 76.4% 95.1% 94.7% 
2009-10 87.3% 94.9% 94.6% 
2010-11 78.4% 94.7% 94.6% 
2011-12 77.3% 94.9% 94.9% 
2012-13 81.5% 94.5% 94.4% 
2013-14 78.2% 94.8% 94.9% 
2014-15 78.9% 94.5% 94.6% 
2015-16 78.1% 94.5% 95% 
 
Year enCompass ADA WCSD State 
2016-17 76.1%  94.2% 97% 
2017-18 83.9% 94.5% 94.9% 
2018-19 94% through December 20,  

2018. 
  

 
*Data gathered from the Nevada Report Card website.   
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The academy has had an ADA that is less than both the WCSD and the state of 
Nevada throughout its existence.  Annual SPP goals are established to aid in 
improving attendance, and goals are also present in the accreditation report.   (See 
Appendix K for ADA data from Infinite Campus, and Appendix G). 
 
Of additional concern is the chronic absenteeism rate for the school, which was 
evaluated in the 2017-18 school year, and was 67%.  Chronic absenteeism rates 
reflect the percentage of students whose average daily attendance is below 90%.  
With the implementation of the new attendance policies, and the ability of students 
to make up assignments, in combination with a stabilization of the student 
population, enCompass has reduced its chronic absenteeism rate from 67% to 17% 
in the first semester of the 2018-19 school year.   

Graduation Rate 
Year Cohort Graduation Rate 
2013-2014 27% 
2014-2015 33.33% 
2015-2016 28% 
2016-2017 28% 
2017-2018 42% 

 
enCompass has a goal in the School Performance Plan to specifically address the 
graduation rate issue.  The objective is to improve the graduation rate by at least 
3%, and will continue to focus on a growth of at least 3-5% in each subsequent 
school year.  The graduation rate for SY 17-18 was 42%.  It is predicted that the 
graduation rate for SY 18-19 will be 43%.  This is the last group of students prior to 
the change to enCompass Academy.  Of this group, 16 students are currently on 
track for graduation.  There are seven students who are still off track for graduation 
at this time.  Several of these students will return for a fifth school year.  In the 
“vanished student” report, there are 14 students listed from the current cohort.  Of 
that group, two students attended Rise, and two attended the Northern Nevada 
Center for Literacy to receive a HiSet.   
 
Seven current seniors are not on track to graduate this school year.   Of that group, 
all started at the school two semesters or more behind in credits.  16 seniors are 
currently on track credit-wise to graduate.   
 
The 16 that are on track are the only students who count positively to the 
graduation rate.  The others will not count, including those who are fifth year 
seniors who will graduate.  There are currently three fifth-year seniors on track, and 
there are two juniors on track to graduate early.  The total graduates will be 21 for 
SY 18-19.  If only the sixteen that are on track complete the required obligations, in 
combination with the vanished student report and the fifth year seniors, the school’s 
graduation rate for the 2018-19 school year will be 43%.  This is not where the 
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school wishes to be, but it is a reality of the population that the school currently 
serves, in combination with the enrollment practices outlined in NRS 386.580.  To 
address the concerns, the school has begun implementing additional credit recovery 
programming as well as intervention programming.  This would allow the school to 
stay true to its School Performance Plan goal to increase by 3-5% each school year.   
 
Of active students, defined as current students who have been with the school for 
more than a year, the goal is to reach a 48% graduation rate.  For the 2019-20 
school year, the projected graduation rate is 61%, with five fifth-year seniors, and 
the potential for additional graduates who are currently off track provided they 
complete extended day programming.  The school has seen a steady increase in 
credit attainment rate, which was 78% in SY 17-18 and 88% in the first semester of  
SY 18-19.  enCompass Academy will continue to focus on graduation rate with a 
more balanced approach to monitoring of student progress, as outlined in both the 
Personal Pathways description on page 64 and the Social/Emotional description on 
page 78 of this document. 
 
Goals for graduation rate are outlined below: 
 

Credit Attainment 
Approximately 75% of students enter the school credit deficiency in their 10-12th 
grade school year.  The school has been working to improve credit attainment for all 
students.  This deficiency negatively impacts the overall graduation rate for the 
school.  Central to the issue are two things:  attendance and starting at the school 
after not having had success.  
 
enCompass saw an increase in credit attainment rates to 88% for the first semester 
of the 2018-19 school year.  This is an increase from the overall attainment rate 
improvement of 78% for the 2017-18 school year.  Improvements to these rates 
have occurred due to the stabilization of the school population, the ability for 

School Year and Goal  Interim Measurable Objective 

2018-19 Graduation Rate Goal: 

 

1.   Increase graduation rate by 4% or better for 

SY 2018-19. 

2.   Increase average daily attendance rate by 5%, 

working toward an ADA of 90% or better. 

2019-20 Graduation Rate Goal: 1.  Increase graduation rate by 4% or better for 

SY 2019-20. 

2.  Increase average daily attendance rate by 5%, 

working toward an ADA of 90% or better. 
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students to complete assignments after an absence to change attendance to a 
temporary education placement, which does not count against average daily 
attendance or chronic absenteeism, and the credit earning of some students who 
attend extended day classes.  With a program that has high attendance concerns, 
and low parent involvement, the ability of some students to make up assignments 
effectively excusing their absences with school work has supported the population 
of enCompass.  The school has been monitoring credit attainment heavily since 
2015, and has seen steady progress.   
 
It has been difficult to evaluate credit attainment of students prior to attending the 
school without looking at each individual student.  Administration is creating a data 
template to evaluate all students moving forward.   
 

 
 
The current system for tracking credit attainment has been developed by evaluating 
credits based upon a tiered system.  Overall attainment data was pulled at the start 
of the second semester of the 2018-19 school year.  As such, credit attainment is 
determined as a students overall attainment, including attainment at other schools.  
It is more of a depiction of at-risk indicators, especially as the credit attainment rate 
for enCompass has been steadily improving. 
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The school counselor has been meeting with all students regarding their credits, and 
the administration has been having meetings with parents regarding attendance.  In 
most cases, attendance is the single-most issue to credit retrieval.  It also negatively 
impacts the school culture.  This is an area that the school has worked on since its 
inception.   
 
Current credit attainment goals: 

School Year and Goal Interim Measurable Objective  

2018-19  Credit 

Attainment Rate Goal: 

 

1.  Improve overall credit attainment for all students 

by 3% (from 74% to 77%) 

2.  Improve credit attainment rate for first period by 

3% (from 73% to 76%) 

3.  Increase credit attainment options for students by 

incorporating an extended day program for any 

students who are deficient; provide two additional 

hours of programming on ground per day in addition 

to online credit recovery options. 

4.  Increase credit attainment during the extended day 

program by 5%.   

2019-20 Credit 

Attainment Rate Goal: 

 

1.  Improve overall credit attainment for all students 

by 3%. 

2.  Improve credit attainment rate for first period by 

17%
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Reenrollment Data 
 
Rainshadow Reenrollment Data 
Years Total Remaining Total Re-enrolled Percentage 
2011-12 
to 
2012-13 

78 57 73% 

2012-13 
to 
2014-15 

80 62 77.5% 

2013-14 
to 
2014-15 

97 72 74% 

2014-15  
to  
2015-16 

76 67 88% 

 
enCompass Reenrollment Data 
Years Total Remaining Total Returning Percentage 
2015-16  
to  
2016-17 

69  45 65% 

2016-17  
to  
2017-18 

65 44 68% 

2017-18  
to  
2018-19 

77 58 75% 

 
The past three years have been transitional, especially the 2015-16 school year to 
the relocation in the Boys and Girls Club facility in 2016-17.  The school has steadily 

3% (from 76% to 79%) 

3.  Increase credit attainment options for students by 

incorporating an extended day program for any 

students who are deficient; provide two additional 

hours of programming on ground per day in addition 

to online credit recovery options. 

4.  Increase credit attainment during the extended day 

program by 5%.   
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been increasing its re-enrollment, and the consistency of students from year to year 
has improved with much fewer “vanished” students.    

Governing Body 
 
The governing body of enCompass has been found to be compliant with the terms 
and conditions of the charter and the applicable statutes and regulations as 
measured by the most recent WCSD monitoring evaluation.  enCompass Academy 
will follow the same policies and procedures.  Please see Appendix L for WCSD 
monitor of the governing board and the school, and other monitor components. 
 

Financial Standing 
 
The academy has not had an easy time financially from its first reported concern in 
2012 to the present day.  The biggest consideration related to finance is the fact that 
the school chooses to operate with a small population, which causes revenue to 
plateau when the cost to operate does not.  As such, the school has had to rely on 
outside support from foundations, relationships with like-minded organizations, 
cuts to general fund expenditures, and fundraising efforts in addition to per pupil 
funding.  In addition, the school has had the opportunity to apply for grant funding 
from the state with the support of WCSD, and has received Title 1003a grant funding 
for turnaround support, Title IV grant funding for a social worker, and SB 178 
funding for support with extended-day programming.   
 enCompass Academy has received support from foundations over the years 
including:  the Nell J. Redfield Foundation, the Stacey Mathewson Foundation, and 
the Lifestyle Homes Foundation in addition to anonymous donors.  The Redfield 
Foundation has supported enCompass several times over the years.  They provided 
$25,000 towards 11-15 passenger vans, $100,000 to support the school in 2012 
when there were concerns over the fiscal sustainability of the program, $5,000 to 
support incentive programs, and $17,500 to support the lunch program.  The Stacey 
Mathewson Foundation provided support through the transition as Rainshadow to 
enCompass in 2015 by supplying the funding to cover one month of salary and 
benefits and an additional $50,000 to support a lease breakage and enable the 
school to relocate to its current location within the Boys and Girls Club.  All told, the 
Stacey Mathewson Foundation supported with $87,000.  The Lifestyle Homes 
Foundation was also instrumental in supplying the funding to cover one month of 
salary and benefits 2015, providing a donation of $37,000 to the school.  Over the 
years, the school has also had anonymous donations of $137,500.   
 
With the near closure in 2015, enCompass forged a relationship with the Boys and 
Girls Club of the Truckee Meadows.  This relationship was essential to reduce the 
costs associated with the lease at the previous location on Vesta Street.  The Boys 
and Girls Club provides the space at a prorated amount of $1000 per school year per 
student.  The initial lease was a flat $100,000 amount, with a 3% increase each year.  
In the 2018-19 school year, this was renegotiated to follow a per pupil funding 
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formula, with a minimum lease of $90,000.  The lease is all inclusive:  all building 
maintenance, furniture, technology, cleaning services, energy, water, and waste is 
included in the price. The school has offices on the second floor that are also 
included in the lease. The school is able to use all parts of the facility and  all 
students receive a Boys and Girls Club membership. This is a substantial savings of 
over $200,000 annually as compared to the previous lease and building 
maintenance costs.   
 
enCompass has relationships with other like-minded organizations, and is able to 
capacity build through Sierra Arts, which provides a dance instructor for students 
through their own grant funding and Reno Bike Project, which provides its program 
at a deeply discounted rate through their own grant funding.  These are annual cost 
savings of over $5,000. 
 
With the awareness of not having 100 or more students for the first 2.5 years the 
school operated in the Boys and Girls Club, the administration has stayed below the 
average salary of administrators across the state and district.  Administrative 
members with more than 12 years of experience were put into a salary freeze until 
the overall student population grows.  With growth to over 100 students, the 
administration will be able to increase salary to be more commensurate with other 
similar programs.  Other staff and faculty members have received regular raises and 
steps in accordance with the WCSD salary schedule.   
 
The school recognizes that both for fundraising, and school recognition, an annual 
event is necessary.  In 2017, the school began an annual fundraiser called the 
Futures So Bright event, which has been held two times.  In 2016-17, the event 
raised $3,500.  In 2017-18, the event raised $10,000.  For 2018-19, the hope is to 
raise $15,000 or more toward vital school programming.  The event features 
entertainment, silent auction, drawing, and dinner with the goal to raise money to 
support student initiatives.   
 
enCompass has had support through grants provided by the state in the past two 
years.  Over $300,000 was provided in turnaround grant money through the Title 
1003a to allow for a relationship with the Academy for Urban School Leadership 
(AUSL), a data coach, and travel to Chicago to support professional growth of 
teachers and administration.  Over $30,000 was provided by SB 178 to allow for 
extended-day programming, including instructors and the online credit recovery 
and intervention program through Edmentum.  Finally, Title IV Safe and Healthy 
Schools funding was received to enable the school to hire a full-time social worker.   
 
In addition to these four key areas, the school also has been working to establish a 
sustainability plan.  Some key items of this plan include: 

1. The school now uses Boys and Girls Club to provide lunches for students.  
Students complete Free and Reduced Lunch applications, which we were 
not previously able to complete on our own with our lunch program.  The 
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school pays the Boys and Girls Club $1.43 per student lunch served, and 
we continue to provide free lunch to all students.   

2. The school had not been using a great resource for insurance prior to the 
spring of this school year.  As a member of the Charter School Association 
of Nevada (CSAN), enCompass Academy has access to a larger group 
benefit structure.  Use of the new resource has saved the school over 
$18,500 this past school year.   

3. Opening enrollment school year is a key focus, especially for freshman.  A 
key area of focus is to ensure that middle school students and students 
new to the area are able to get the information.  With the relationship 
with he partner organization, the school will still need to focus on 
enrollment, but will be able to operate with 110 students comfortably.   

4. The school is actively working to improve the functionality of its School 
Board to help with fundraising.  The goals of this board are to serve as 
community ambassadors for the school, provide financial advisement, 
support sustainability planning, and help with school fundraising efforts 
in addition to setting policy.   

5. Until outside funding occurs, staff and faculty including administration 
will remain at a pay freeze.   

6. The school has been the recipient of three state grants including the Title 
1003a grant for school improvement, the Title IV grant for a social 
worker, and SB 178 funding for the extended day programming.   

 
See Appendix I for financial documentation.   

Non-Profit Incorporation and 501c3: 
In June of 2013, Senate Bill 384 made modifications to NRS 386 to allow charter 
schools in Nevada to incorporate as a non-profit corporation pursuant to NRS 
386.553.  This move will allow the academy to operate as an independent entity, and 
not be responsible for oversight of another foundation. It also has implications for 
the school to be able to run operationally and to hold property.  Issuance of bonds 
and other obligations for the financing of property can now take place with the 
individual school, as opposed to an outside source. enCompass Academy received its 
501c3 status on July of 2014 with support from Kerry Eaton of Drinkwater 
Associates.  See Appendix J for documentation about 501c3 status.   
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Curriculum and Instruction   

 

The enCompass Learning PASE and the Explorer FIRE  
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EFFECTIVENESS OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING 
 

Introduction 
enCompass Academy will feature a curriculum that is designed to be student-
centered.  This program will focus on developing the whole student in the methods 
that the initial charter, and the intent of the initial charter, stipulates.  The 
curriculum will incorporate four main components, with some critical 
environmental elements that will serve as an overall framework.  The four main 
components of the Learning PASE include:  personal pathways, academic 
achievement, social/emotional well-being, and enrichment.   The Learning PASE 
support the core values of the school: fearlessness, integrity, resourcefulness, and 
endurance.  These core values are embedded in all aspects of the Learning PASE, 
and serve as the blueprint for the kinds of students the school seeks to develop, 
nourish, and enhance. 

 
enCompass Academy Administration and Staff will Promote These Beliefs: 
 

1. enCompass Academy is dedicated to serving the needs of all students, 
regardless of their educational past, and will provide appropriate 
coursework to support student achievement. 

2. enCompass Academy will focus on the student’s relationship with themselves 
and the community, and how they can be empowered to connect to their 
world. 

3. enCompass Academy will provide opportunities for students to learn in 
meaningful, authentic ways, and will encourage critical thinking to produce 
capable caring citizens.   

4. enCompass Academy is committed to providing an accepting educational 
community for our diverse learners.  

 
enCompass Academy guides students to bright futures.   
 
The belief statements help to govern the four main components:  academic 
achievement, personal pathways, social/emotional well being, and enrichment.  The 
four components are supported by two additional beliefs:  students benefit from 
learning about a healthy lifestyle, and students benefit from the collaborations with 
local community organizations.   
 
The primary goals of the curriculum and environment at enCompass Academy are 
as follows: 
 

• To provide all students, regardless of interests, aspirations, or prior academic 
achievement with the opportunity to participate in field-based disciplinary 
activities to inspire a love of learning, curiosity, motivation, problem solving 
skills, critical thinking skills, and a sense of connectivity to their community. 
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• To foster a caring and capable community of learners that feel empowered to 
thrive in their communities. 

• To demonstrate a pattern of continued improvement in academic, 
social/emotional and behavioral measures. 

• To be a center of learning that is embedded within the local community. 
• To follow the current trends in education, such as the adoption of the Nevada 

Academic Content Standards and the Core Actions, while supporting the 
mission. 

• To meet the unique needs of each individual student through the use of 
individualized learning plans. 

 
The process and outcome of the educational Learning PASE is the formation of 
students who exhibit the traits of the Explorer FIRE:  fearlessness, integrity, 
resourcefulness, and endurance.   
 
To assess the implementation of these curricular goals, the enCompass 
administration and faculty look to the following assessment measures: 
 
State Mandated Assessments: Students will participate in state mandated testing 
programs.  The curricular program works toward achieving the competencies 
described in the Nevada State and Washoe County School District academic 
standards documents. 

 
Baseline Assessments:  enCompass Academy identifies current assessment tools for 
baseline assessment in the various core disciplines.  The core discipline teachers 
will administer the assessments, and the results of the assessments will be made 
available to students, parents, and guardians.  These assessment tools will be used 
to shape instruction to meet the needs of individual students.   

 
Performance Assessment: Students demonstrate their ability to utilize knowledge 
and skill through projects of various kinds that require them to apply learning to 
achieve meaningful and desired ends.  Academy students will be involved in 
numerous group and individual projects that necessitate the use of disciplinary 
knowledge and skill to solve “real world” problems.   

 
Another major component of performance assessment is the use of the student 
reflective assignments, which measure student progress through the disciplinary 
courses as well as the interdisciplinary coursework.  Through this reflective 
assignment, students are asked to evaluate what they have done and define their 
learning.  Students will demonstrate their ability to read, write, and use 
mathematics to develop solutions to problems.   These demonstrations will be made 
available to students and their parents, and the progress made on the 
demonstrations will help to shape instruction to meet the needs of individual 
students. 
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Finally, all seniors at enCompass Academy must complete a senior project to 
graduate.  This project outlines a research paper, an interaction with a community 
member, a reflective component, and a final presentation.  Failure to complete this 
project may result in a student not graduating.   

 
Grades for academic performance will be determined as they are at other schools, 
through teacher evaluation of work quality that is produced by students in response 
to course assignments.  The academy de-emphasizes grades by providing students 
written and verbal evaluations of their work on a regular and on-going basis so that 
students will know how their work meets or falls short of showing attainment of 
competencies related to a particular course of study.  Teachers will use their 
assessment of student work to determine whether competencies have been 
achieved, and to issue a grade based upon the quality of work submitted.  To serve 
the needs of students who transfer to other schools and to provide information 
required for admission to colleges and universities, enCompass Academy will 
include the grades students receive for individual courses on a transcript formatted 
to resemble those used by the Washoe County School District. 

 
enCompass Academy teachers have formalized many rubrics into a standardized set 
used in all classes for writing, reading, note taking, discussion, research, and 
presentation.  Teachers at the academy also evaluate students regularly through 
transformative assessments using written and verbal quizzes, note taking and 
filming.  The curriculum is as focused on process as it is on outcome, and 
determining how students interact with a problem is a central concern in the 
evaluation process.  As a result, discussion is monitored and students are instructed 
to evaluate the problem and to come up with a detailed plan to attack the problem.   

 
Assessment procedures are continually evolving as the faculty of the school is 
constantly learning new ways to evaluate student progress.  Faculty, staff, 
administration, and students are involved in the process of assessment.   

 
Instructors continue to work toward demonstrating the core actions for Nevada 
Academic Content Standards in their classes.  This shift necessitates that instructors 
are focused on students’ abilities to demonstrate knowledge through gathered 
evidence.   

Academic Alignment and Assessment 
The academy follows WCSD’s schedule for administrating state mandated 
achievement and proficiency examinations.   
 
The academy will use transcript and diploma formats the same as those used by 
WCSD.  The transcript will include all elements required by the statute. 
 
The academy credits will be transferable to other high schools since documentation 
for the awarding of credits will show that students have achieved competencies 
prescribed in district and state academic standards and curriculum guidelines. 
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The academy will follow a multi-text approach to learning recommended by  
many reading experts.   
 
The school makes use of the University of Nevada, Reno, Washoe County libraries, 
the Internet, as well as trade books and at least one copy of the Washoe County 
School District adopted texts for the core courses.  For each core academic unit, 
teachers locate appropriate textual materials with the support of the curriculum 
coordinator.  
 
The school budget provides for the purchase of books, magazines, and other 
materials related to the theme.  Appendix E includes sample curriculum units with 
the bibliographies.  Fresh books and titles appear in the classroom as needed, with a 
large focus on new materials at semester changes.  The library at the school has 
grown as a result, although the school philosophy encourages the use of community 
resources for reading as well as other classroom input. 
 
The texts provided by the WCSD help teachers align and integrate the enCompass 
Academy program with the Nevada Academic Content Standards and tests as well as 
making links and ensuring coverage of commonly expected and mandated academic 
skills and learning.   
 

Organizational Framework 
 
The academic environment of the school is enhanced by the organizational 
framework.  As a small institution, it has been a vital to 1) have the appropriate 
individuals to support the Learning PASE and 2) define the roles and responsibilities 
of these individuals.  With the addition of the Title 1003a funding, Title IV funding, 
and SB 178 funding, the school has been able to employ key personnel including: a 
data coach, social worker, and extended day teachers.  The organizational 
framework displays how these new roles work with existing roles to compliment 
the Learning PASE. 
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Personal Pathways 

enCompass Academy will focus on the student’s 
relationship with themselves and the community, and 
how they can be empowered to connect to their world. 
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Personal Pathways 
Students who elect to attend enCompass Academy often have very different reasons 
as to why they elect to attend.  This is the reason the academy elects to go through 
an in-depth enrollment process to learn about potential students, and set them on 
an appropriate pathway.  The personal pathways component is about 
individualization.  Students who intend to enroll go through the following process: 
 

Stage Student Responsibility School Responsibility 

1 • Contact the school and speak 
with the registrar about the 
intent to enroll, or complete 
online Intent to Enroll. 

• Set up an appointment to meet 
with the administrator. 

• Gather relevant educational 
information:  transcript, 
behavioral information, 
individualized education plan 
(if applicable). 

• Set up an appointment with the 
student. 

2 • Attend meeting with 
parent/guardian. 

• Schedule a time to complete 
brief educational assessments. 

 

• Review educational history and 
complete Individual Learning 
Plan, including contract, with 
student and parent/guardian.   

• Evaluate the information, and 
determine if there is space for 
the student in the required grade 
level. 

• Provide a tour to the student. 
• Provide an enrollment packet if 

appropriate 

3 • Complete the enrollment packet 
and return to the school. 

• Complete educational 
assessments. 

• Meet with counselor or 
administration to complete 
establish coursework to 
support the Individual Learning 
Plan.  

• Meet with student and his/her 
parent/guardian to review 
results, and discuss 
programming:  interventions, 
college and career preparation, 
credit recovery, and academic 
course load.   

• Set students schedule. 

4 • Review progress at semester. 
• Monitor, and adjust. 

• Review progress at semester.   
• Monitor, and adjust.  Contact 

parent/guardian if adjustments 
need to be made. 

 
Personal pathways also allow enCompass Academy counselors and administration 
to determine if a student would benefit from an internship, job shadowing 
experience, or service-learning project as well.  The school has embedded time to 
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complete these personalized programs through its Friday interdisciplinary project 
time.    In addition, the school has a number of outside non-profits and job sites with 
which students are able to complete their internships and job-shadowing 
experiences.  The personal pathway encourages a strong relationship with the 
school counselor, and provides the opportunity for a teacher mentor on site to help 
review progress throughout the school year.   
 
See Appendix E for a copy of the Individual Learning Plan. 
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Academic Achievement 

enCompass Academy is dedicated to serving the needs of 
all students, regardless of their educational past, and 
will provide appropriate coursework to support student 
achievement. 
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Academic Achievement 
enCompass Academy will implement the standard courses required of all students 
to graduate with a standard or advanced diploma.  The courses provided have been 
commended by the Washoe County School District in annual monitors, and have 
also been accredited.  All courses are aligned to the Nevada Academic Content 
Standards.  

State Standards and Assessment Goals 

 
• Students will apply knowledge and skills across all subject areas, as reflected 

in district, state and national standards for education. 
• Students and all student groups will make continuous measurable gains in 

achievement of content standards. 
• Student learning activities include relevant real-world projects and 

problems. 
• Assessment results will be utilized to guide instruction and to report on 

individual student knowledge and progress. 

• Assessment will allow students to demonstrate knowledge in diverse ways. 
 

Career Preparation Goals 
 

• Students will gain an awareness of their own interest, values, abilities and 
aptitudes. 

• Students will develop an awareness of the role and value of work for 
themselves and for society. 

• Students will make the connection between what is learned in school and 
how that knowledge and those skills are applied in the workplace. 

• Students will explore careers using a variety of resources and experiences to 
plan and prepare a career pathway. 
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The Academy Interdisciplinary Course Descriptions (Thumbnails) 
Interdisciplinary English 
IA-B 
 
Introduction to language as 
a tool for interdisciplinary 
inquiry.  Develop students’ 
skills in reading, writing, 
listening, and speaking.  

Interdisciplinary English 
2A-B 
 
The processes of reading, 
writing, listening, speaking 
in interdisciplinary inquiry. 
Texts will emphasize, but 
not be limited to, American 
literature.  

Interdisciplinary English 
3A-B 
 
Literary and nonliterary texts 
in exploring and 
understanding ideas, values, 
and concepts. Texts, 
emphasizing, but not limited 
to major texts in British 
literature.  

Interdisciplinary English 
4A-B  
 
The global role of 
language(s) and 
literature(s) in human 
affairs. Culminating senior 
research project. 

Interdisciplinary Life  
Science 1 and 2 
 
Topics addressed in this 
interdisciplinary course 
may include the nature of 
science, the structure and 
function of cells, DNA, 
mitosis, meiosis, genetics, 
evolution, human body 
systems and 
ecology.  Students will 
participate in laboratory 
exercises, projects, group 
activities and class 
discussions. 

Interdisciplinary Earth and 
Space Science 1 and 2 
 
This interdisciplinary course 
is designed to interpret and 
understand the world 
around you.  Students will 
investigate the Earth’s 
formation, processes, 
history, landscapes, and the 
changing Earth. Students 
will participate in laboratory 
exercises, small group 
activities, class discussions, 
projects, and research. 

Interdisciplinary Physical 
Science 1 and 2 
 
Interdisciplinary physical 
science students investigate 
the basic principles of 
chemistry and physics. 
Topics addressed in this 
course may include motion, 
force, work, energy, basic 
electrical systems, 
electromagnetism, atomic 
structure, chemical bonding 
and reactions, 
nomenclature, nuclear 
chemistry, gases and 
current developments in 
chemistry. . 

Science, Technology, 
and Society 1 and 2 
 
Synthesis of the role of the 
sciences in interdisciplinary 
inquiry with an emphasis 
on the relationships of 
science, technology, and 
society. Hands-on 
activities, labs, projects, 
and group work are 
emphasized 

Interdisciplinary Algebra 
1A-B 
 
This course explores basic 
Algebra as a tool for 
interdisciplinary inquiry.  
This course will also meet 
Core Curriculum Standards 
so that students are 
prepared for end of course 
exams. 

Interdisciplinary 
Geometry 2A-B 
 
This course will cover core 
mathematic topics that 
connect to rigorous 
geometric study.  Students 
will be prepared for end of 
course of exam as well as 
be able to apply learning to 
real world examples. This 
course will also meet Core 
Curriculum Standards so 
that students are prepared 
for end of course exams. 

Interdisciplinary Algebra 
2A-B 
 
The course explores 
advanced Algebra topics as 
a tool for interdisciplinary 
inquiry.  Students will also 
be introduced to functions 
and real world examples of 
upper level mathematical 
connections.  This course 
will also prepare students to 
take ACT. 

Interdisciplinary 
Trigonometry and Pre-
Calculus 4A-B 
 
The students will study 
upper lever Trigonometric 
formulas during the first 
half the course.  They will 
apply these formulas to 
real world problems.  
Students will begin to their 
study of Pre-Calculus 
during the second half of 
the course.  The course will 
utilize technology as 
problem solving tools.  
Students will be prepared 
to enter a first year college 
math course at the 
completion of this course. 

Interdisciplinary World 
Geography 1 and 2 
 
This course combines both 
physical and human 
geography in an effort to 
familiarize students with 
their physical and human 
environments. The physical 
world, earth’s systems, 
early civilization, and 
political and cultural 
institutions will be 
analyzed. 
 

Interdisciplinary World 
History 1 and 2 
 
This course presents history 
as a tool for interdisciplinary 
inquiry with a focus on world 
history, from Renaissance 
through the present. 
Students will focus on 
identifying key current 
global issues, concerns, 
problems and debates and 
tracing their historical roots 
through history.  Meets 
Nevada standards in world 
history.  (World history 
credit.) 

Interdisciplinary American 
History 1 and 2 
 
This course will cover US 
history from the discovery of 
the founding of the United 
States to contemporary  
times. A humanistic 
perspective will be adopted 
to analyze key historical 
details in United States 
history.   

Interdisciplinary 
Government 1 and 2 
 
This course explores the 
origins and functions of 
government and election 
process. This course will 
focus on three-part 
framework: constitutional 
foundations, political 
parties and the election 
process, and the functions 
of the three government 
branches.  Financial 
literacy will also be 
covered.   
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Graduation Requirements  
In an effort to assist graduates of the academy so they may be adequately prepared 
in today’s society, the following graduation requirements have been established.  
 
Students at enCompass Academy are required to enroll in a minimum of 6 credits 
per school year, 4 of those credits must be taken at the academy.  The following list 
illustrates the appropriate credit attainment to be on track to graduate within four 
years. 

• To be a freshman you must have completed the requirements of grade 8. 
• Sophomores will have earned at least 5 credits in their freshman year. 
• Juniors will have earned at least 11 credits in their freshman and sophomore 

years. 
• Seniors will have earned at least 17 credits in their first three years of high 

school. 
 

A normal class load for students is 7.0 credits per school year.  Students may elect to 
take more credits if they choose. 
 
Twenty-two and one half (22½) credits are required for graduation by the State of 
Nevada for High School Graduation.  

Alternate Methods for Earning Credits: 
• Work Experience 
• Community Service and Travel Study 
• Independent Study Physical Education 
• Dual Credit with TMCC or UNR 
• Approved outside programs 

 

Good Standing Criteria 
To remain in good standing students must be credited for a minimum of five 
academic credits each year and must be within one credit of being “on track” for 
successful graduation each year -- that is, students must have accumulated a 
minimum of five credits after year one, eleven after year two, and seventeen after 
year three. A student who does not have sufficient credits to obtain standing at the 
appropriate level will meet with his/her teachers and parents/guardians to create a 
contract for the student to get back in good standing within one academic year. As 
per the Charter failure to reach good standing after the second year would 
result in the student's enrollment being terminated. 
 

Gold and Silver Compass Scholars 
Students are named a Gold Compass Scholar by maintaining a grade point at least 
average of 3.50, and an average daily attendance at or above 95%.  They are named 
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Silver Compass Scholars if they have a grade point average of a 3.0-3.49 and an 
average daily attendance at or above 95%.  Students receive benefits based upon 
attaining gold or silver compass status, including additional free dress days, lunch 
line cutting privileges, additional raffle tickets, special lunches, etc.  See Appendix H 
for school wide incentive plans. 
 

Types of Diplomas Offered at The Academy 

Standard Diploma 
Subject     Credits 
Interdisciplinary English 1-41   4 
Interdisciplinary Science 1-42   2 
Interdisciplinary Mathematics 1-43   3 
Interdisciplinary World History   1 
Interdisciplinary American History   1 
Interdisciplinary Government   1 
Health       .50 
Physical Education     2 
Computer Literacy     .50 
Interdisciplinary Community, Nation, World5 2 
Pathways6      2 
Electives      3.5 – 5 
    Total   22.5 – 24 
 
Notes: 
1 Meets state graduation requirements for English 
2 Exceeds state graduation requirements for science 
3 Exceeds state graduation requirements for math 
4 Meets state graduation requirements for American government, American history, 
world history, and humanities. 
5,6Requirement of a student at enCompass Academy, but may be appealed based 
upon Individual Learning Plan requirements per administration discretion. 
 
A student who earn 22 ½ credits earn the standard Nevada State Diploma as shown 
above.  Students who begin their freshman year with enCompass are expected to be 
exposed to four years in each core academic domain. 

Advanced Diploma 
A student can receive an Advanced Diploma by completing a minimum of 24 credits 
including all requirements for a Standard Diploma plus one additional credit of 
math (4) and science (3).  The minimum 3.0 GPA, weighted or un-weighted, includes 
all credits applicable toward graduation.  The student must also be required to 
complete the appropriate assessments.  For students whose graduation year is 
2016, the assessment is the High School Proficiency Exam.  Students with a 
graduation year of 2017 and 2018 must participate in the End of Course 
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examinations and participate in a college and career readiness examination.  For 
students with a graduation year of 2019, they must pass the appropriate End of 
Course examinations and participate in a college and career readiness examination. 

High School Honors Diploma 
The Honors Diploma is designed to enhance academic preparation and challenge 
students through more rigorous course work. 
 
For students entering the ninth grade in the fall of 2001 or later, a 3.4 GPA, weighted 
or un-weighted is required with no course failures during the last two years.  The 
student must receive a passing score on the High School Proficiency Exams, or 
participate in the appropriate End of Course Exams and complete a college and 
career readiness examination. 
 
Of the 24 credits, 19 credits are required and five are elective credits.  The key 
different for the Honors Diploma is the addition of two credits of foreign language in 
addition to the GPA requirement and the standard diploma requirement. 
 
The Gateway Curriculum currently encouraged by the Washoe County School 
District incudes an additional credit in mathematics (to include 4 credits) and an 
additional credit in science (to include 3 credits).  

Adjusted Diploma 
“Adjusted Diploma” means a diploma that evidences the graduation from high 
school of pupil with a disability after the pupil has met special requirements or 
adjusted standards. NAC 389.015 (NRS 389.805) 
 

Schedule Changes 
Every effort will be made to place students in courses that are appropriate for their 
abilities and future educational or career interests.  Maximum student and parent 
input will be encouraged during the time which course selections are made.  Once 
those selections are made, we will honor them to the extent possible.  No changes 
will be made in these selections after this form is finalized except for the following 
reasons: 

• A required course for graduation is failed during the current year, or 
• A course is taken during summer school, or 
• Exceptional circumstances. 

 
In the case of exceptional circumstances the student requesting the change and 
his/her parent will need to meet with the Principal to discuss the change. 

Required Number of Classes 
All students in grades 9, 10, and 11 MUST be enrolled in a minimum of seven (7) 
classes.  Students in grade 12 MUST be enrolled in a minimum of four (4) classes 
(any 12th grader who wishes to only enroll in just 4 classes must get approval from 
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the Principal).  All students are encouraged to take advantage of the numerous 
educational opportunities available to them during high school.   
 

Grading Policy: 
Grades for academic performance will be determined as they are at other schools 
through teacher evaluation of the quality of the work in relation to specific 
competencies students are expected to achieve. enCompass Academy will attempt to 
de-emphasize grades by providing students written and verbal evaluations of their 
work so that students will know how their work meets or falls short of showing 
attainment of competencies related to a particular course of study. To serve the 
needs of students who transferred from other schools and to provide information 
required for admission to colleges and universities, the academy will include in 
student transcripts the grades they receive for individual courses. Transcripts will 
be formatted to resemble those used in other Washoe County School District 
(WCSD) high schools.  

Progress/Grade Reports: 
At any time during the semester, the teacher may contact a parent/guardian to 
report on a student’s progress.  Parents are welcome to contact a teacher at any 
time to request information on the progress of their student.  Grade reports will be 
mailed to parents/guardians.   
 

Reporting to Parents 
Reports notifying parents of their student’s progress in school are issued quarterly.  
Grade reports issued at the conclusion of the first nine weeks of each semester 
(October and March) are Progress Reports indicating the level of achievement of the 
student at that time.  The academic grade issued at the end of each semester 
(January and June) reflects the student’s work for the entire semester.  These 
semester academic grades, along with the credits earned, citizenship grades, and 
attendance are posted to the student’s permanent record at the end of each 
semester.  In addition to these reports which are issued to every student, students 
whose work has deteriorated significantly or whose performance puts them in 
jeopardy of failing will receive a referral to the academic advisor.   
 
Report cards and Progress Reports are mailed home.  Check the current school 
calendar for specific dates. 
 

Auditing a Course 
Students who enroll after the 20th day of a semester may be assigned to audit a 
course.  Students who are enrolled in a course on an audit basis will not receive 
credit for the course.  In order to remain in good standing in an audited course, each 
audit student must complete all assignments and exams and will abide by all 
attendance policies. It is possible for students to make-up assignments through a 
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partnership with the individual instructor, or through online credit recovery 
software, at the discretion of the administration.   
 
An academic grade of "NM" ("no mark") and a regular A-F citizenship grade will be 
assigned to students in an audited course.    
 
It is important to note that wherever possible, students are given opportunities to 
earn credit for courses they are enrolled in.  Auditing a course is not a preference for 
enCompass Academy, however there are situations that require it.   

Testing 
enCompass Academy administers all State of Nevada mandated standardized tests 
to all students as per the testing schedule determined by the WSCD to measure each 
student’s academic growth and to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the 
school’s academic programs.  The state guidelines for testing will be followed.  
 
The academic advisor will provide information to students planning to attend 
college and who wish to take the American College Test (ACT) and the Scholastic 
Assessment Test (SAT) for college entrance.  Students whose graduation year is 
2016 or beyond are required to take a college and career preparation assessment.   

Student Assessment 
The overall assessment program of enCompass Academy will be based on 
“documentation” methodology that calls for the keeping of detailed records of 
student learning through proof-of-completion of various projects coupled with 
detailed student self-assessment and teacher assessment of work (Perrone, Adkison 
and Tchudi).  Teachers, through this documentation, will “track” student’s progress 
toward attaining competencies relevant to achievement of academic standards set 
by the state and completion of coursework required for graduation.  Student records 
will be kept outlining:  

• A record of all standardized tests completed by the student 
• Teacher notes regarding observations of student participation in learning 

activities and project work 
• Student learning logs containing evidence of learning and reflection on the 

consequence of learning that has taken place.  Logs will include discussion of 
books and other materials read during the year as well as discussion of other 
experiences related to academic and social-emotional growth 

• Examples of student work selected by the student, with the aid of the teacher, 
that demonstrate achievement and attainment of goals described in the state 
and local academic standards documents 

• Academic checklist for all core academic courses showing mastery of state 
standards 

• Examples of student writing ability selected by students with the aid of 
teachers 

• Artifacts collected by the student that are demonstrative of achievement 
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• A student written reflection to the final version of the portfolio that describes 
the contents and their value for understanding the accomplishments of the 
student 

 
The development of robust assessment instruments for determining the depth of 
student understanding of curricular concepts and their ability to apply learning to 
solve real world problems is a major goal of enCompass Academy. 
 
The academy will follow the procedures for periodic reports on the progress of the 
charter school to parents/legal guardians, school district, and the State Board of 
Education pursuant to NRS 386.520.  This will include: 

• Regular conferences with teachers and students regarding progress in the 
academic core, independent study, and beyond-the schoolhouse learning.  
These conferences will take place during class time, before school, or after 
school. 

• First Quarter Data Days will occur during the last week of October, and will 
enable parents to meet with all teachers to get a snapshot of how their 
student is doing.  Parents will also be able to pick up their report cards.   

• Quarterly conferences (face-to-face or by telephone) between teachers and 
parents/guardians.  At the conclusion of the first quarter, the first conference 
will be in the form of a parent Data Night whereby all parents can meet with 
teachers to pick up the report card and learn about their students progress. 

• Quarterly reports to parents/guardians and students regarding credit for 
academic work. Parents/guardians will be supplied with copies of all 
assessments and self-assessments to be included in the permanent record of 
student achievement. Before any item becomes part of the permanent record, 
a parental signature as well as that of the student and the instructor will be 
required. 

• Periodic reports to the Washoe County School District, Northern Nevada 
community, the Nevada Department of Education, and the Nevada 
Legislature as required and as requested. In addition to the usual records of 
attendance, enCompass Academy will submit reports of credits granted to 
students, and promotion and success rates. 

• Public demonstrations and displays. A standard part of every academic 
quarter is a week of demonstration and display. At a minimum, this will 
include one "open house" at the school where students display their project 
work for the quarter. The faculty will also actively seek other venues for 
public display of student work, depending, of course, on the topic. We 
anticipate regular displays of work in the lobbies of businesses and 
industries, at the public libraries, in other schools and public institutions. 
Detailed descriptions for assessment processes for each of the curriculum 
components is described in Appendix B, which also includes sample record 
and report forms. 
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Compliance with State and District Assessment Requirements and Accountability 

• enCompass Academy will adhere to District-determined assessment 
schedules. 

• Students will take the tests required of students at particular grade level 
when they have acquired the number of credits required to enter that grade 
level at a WCSD high school.  We assume that this is similar to the District’s 
policy.  The amount of time designated for testing will be consistent with 
time provided for the administration of similar tests in the School District.  
Tests will be administered in the manner prescribed by State and School 
District to insure validity and reliability.   

• enCompass Academy will comply with all testing requirements of the State 
and the Washoe County School District.  Assessment tools developed by the 
academy will be judged on the criterion of meaningfulness, as defined by 
school personnel. 

• enCompass Academy will retain assessment materials in locked, fireproof 
storage cabinets located in an area of the school not accessible to students or 
faculty. 

•  enCompass Academy at the Boys and Girls Club will provide information, as 
required by the School District, for required reports. 

• eCompass Academy will comply with the intent of Assembly Bill 214 by 
contracting with qualified persons to train all personnel involved in the 
handling of or administration of assessments, as well as training in test 
security issues.  The training will occur in a timely manner and will be 
conducted in such a manner as to comply with law. 

Millenium Scholarship 
The Millennium Scholarship program began with the Class of 2000 to provide 
financial assistance for Nevada high school students to enroll in an eligible 
institution of higher education in Nevada.  In order to qualify, students must: 

• Graduate with a diploma from a Nevada public or private high school; 
• Earn a weighted or un-weighted GPA of at least 3.25 for the Class of 2009 and 

beyond.  The GPA is calculated using all high school credit granting courses 
and is no longer rounded 

• Pass all sections of the Nevada HSPE; 
• Be a Nevada resident for at least two years of high school (note: student does 

not have to be a US citizen to be eligible and there are circumstances where a 
parent’s residency qualifies a student who either graduates out of state or 
was not in Nevada the full two years). 

 
Potential Millennium Scholars are not listed on the school's graduation program. 
 
For more information, contact Public Policy, Accountability and Assessment at 348-
0204 or the State Treasurer at www.treasurer.state.nv.us. 

http://www.treasurer.state.nv.us/
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Nevada Promise Scholarship 
EnCompass Academy also supports students to achieve the Nevada Promise 
Scholarship.  The Nevada Promise Scholarship was established in Nevada in 2017, 
and it provides last dollar financial aid to Nevada students attending any of the 
state’s four community colleges:  College of Southern Nevada, Great Basin College, 
Truckee Meadows Community College, or Western Nevada College.   
 
In order to be considered for an award, interested students must, by established 
deadlines: 
 

• Complete the Nevada Promise Scholarship application 
• Apply for admission to their college of choice 
• File a FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid) 
• Work with mentors and perform 20 hours of community service 
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Social/Emotional 
Learning 

enCompass Academy is committed to providing an 
accepting educational community for our diverse 
learners.  
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Social/Emotional Learning  
enCompass Academy follows the American School Counselor Association (ASCA) 
and Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL) models for 
addressing the social and emotional needs of students. There are five interrelated 
competencies as related to cognition, affect and behavior; self-management, self-
awareness, responsible decision-making, relationship skills, and social awareness. 

 
Adapted from: Social and Emotional Learning Core Competencies.  Collaborative For Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning.  

Retrieved http://www.casel.org/social-and-emotional-learning/core-competencies/ February 8, 2016. 

 

Learning 
Component 

Social & Emotional Learning Beliefs in Practice 

Responsible 
Decision-Making 

Students evaluate their current pathway by examining items 
such as attendance, academic performance, home life, friends 
and relationships, and risky behaviors. After evaluating 
current pathway, students examine life expectations including 
job and career, family and lifestyle projections. These 
evaluations drive the development of a plan for each student 
to meaningfully reach their desired outcomes. 

Self-Awareness Understanding the self includes the areas of emotional 
awareness, self-image, and articulating strengths and 
weaknesses. When students are able to discuss these items, 
they are able to advocate for their needs and continue upon 
their path towards personal expected outcomes. 

Self-
Management 

The academy assists students in understanding how decisions 
lead to the lifestyle and the person they are and will become. 
Students are introduced to the idea that within a 24-hour day, 
a balance must be created between self and others that 

http://www.casel.org/social-and-emotional-learning/core-competencies/
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includes healthy eating, exercising, sleeping, relationships, 
work, and family. We talk about creating positive intent and 
managing mental well-being as a means of reaching self-
satisfaction. 

Social Awareness Opportunities are created for students to learn how to 
interact in a variety of social situations. We discuss 
communicating appropriately based on audience; 
understanding how to negotiate school, peers, teachers, 
family, and coworkers; learning how to act and react in new 
situations; and learning how to respond in uncomfortable 
situations.  

Relationship 
Skills 

Interpersonal relationships are of integral importance. We 
understand some students may not have healthy relationships 
with self, friends, and family. We further understand students 
may not know how to create healthy relationships. The 
academy believes in the importance of defining healthy 
relationships, having open dialogue about how to build 
healthy relationships, and developing strategies for 
negotiating unhealthy relationships. 

 
It is imperative for students to understand the connections between all the aspects 
of the social and emotional learning wheel. enCompass Academy strives to 
implement social and emotional learning throughout the school. To ensure the 
academy is demonstrating student and school success, we have embedded the 
following measures: 

• School wide Incorporation of SEL 
Personal pathways are developed, evaluated, and updated every semester. 
Teachers have a group of students they monitor throughout their high school 
career at enCompass Academy.   Teachers and administration foster a 
community atmosphere and use restorative justice practices, such as 
discussion and mediation to develop accountability. 

• Collaboration with Staff and Faculty  
A master schedule is available to all stakeholders that includes classroom 
and grade level guidance, testing, student meetings, staff development, WCSD 
collaborations, workshops, open houses, and school events.  

• Commitment from Stakeholders 
The counseling department conducts meetings with students and parents. 
There are open houses for students and their families to attend. We conduct 
a college and career fair, workshops, and collaborate with local colleges for 
students to attend workshops at those colleges. We provide bilingual support 
to ensure all families can participate. 

• Development of Accountability Tools  
The counseling department creates two to five question surveys after 
classroom guidance lessons to determine efficacy. Further effectiveness is 
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determined by evaluating progress on overall student attendance, credit 
acquisition, and testing performance.  

• Ongoing Relationship Building 
enCompass Academy provides phone calls home to students and their 
families to inform them of events going on throughout the school and district. 
The counseling department maintains a website that is updated monthly, 
creates quarterly newsletters, and events are shared on social media sites. 

• Community Collaborators 
enCompass Academy collaborates with the counseling department of 
University Nevada Reno, Quest, WCSD Support Services, WCSD Truancy 
Department, WCSD Police Department, Great Basin Institute, The Holland 
Project, Build Our Center, TMCC Admissions Office, Reno ArtWorks, The 
Potentialists, Stantec, Reno South Rotary, the Boys and Girls Club, Build Our 
Center, among other community members and organizations. Each of these 
provide unique opportunities for our students to find meaningful 
connections. 

• Long Range Goal Setting 
enCompass Academy conducts alumni events for past students to attend. 
These events allow students to remain connected to their experiences at the 
school. Surveys are available at these events and on social media for alumni 
to express how they have progressed since attending high school. 

 
 
enCompass Academy is focused on delivering social and emotional support to all 
students through individual planning, curriculum, system support, and responsive 
services.  

• Individual planning assists students and their families in developing 
academic and career plans. Meeting with students individually for planning 
purposes takes approximately 25% of the school counselor’s time. 

• Curriculum delivery focuses on a systematic way to share information 
throughout the student population and is specifically used in developing 
student Pathways. Curriculum development and delivery takes 
approximately 25% of the school counselor’s time. 

• System support services include program development and maintenance, 
coordination between students and staff, and fostering relationships and 
partnerships. Coordinating system support takes approximately 25% of the 
school counselor’s time. 

• Responsive services addresses students immediate concerns, such as, but not 
limited to abuse, grief, mediation, coping strategies, legal issues,  and 
substance use. Responsive services takes approximately 25% of the school 
counselor’s time and resources. 
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School Counselor Support Services Time and Resources 
 

 
 

 
 
It is recognized that over the years, the counselor has had to spend more time on 
responsive and system support, and it is a goal of enCompass to balance those 
services.  With the current implementation of a school social worker, there has been 
a shift in the delivery of services to ensure that there is a more balanced approach to 
the social/emotional programming at the school.  Three enCompass staff members 
were trained to provide restorative practices within the school, and the school has 
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implemented weekly circles.  The school also works with Paws for Love, and other 
outside organizations to provide support to students in an ongoing way.   
 
enCompass Academy will continue to utilize resources provided by the Washoe County 
School District, and the Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning to 
enhance its social and emotional learning.    
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Enrichment 

enCompass Academy will provide opportunities 
for students to learn in meaningful, authentic 
ways, and will encourage critical thinking to 
produce capable caring citizens.   
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Enrichment 
The original Rainshadow instructional program is based upon a model described at 
length in The Interdisciplinary Teacher’s Handbook  (Tchudi and Lafer, 1996).  It has 
been derived from instructional theory and practice dating back to the days of John 
Dewey and kept alive by progressive educators through the decades.  They are 
models that have been shown to be successful in developing high levels of academic 
knowledge and skill coupled with critical and creative thinking abilities and 
attitudes that lead to civility, civic involvement, and workplace productivity.  The 
underlying premise of these models is that learning that occurs in the context of 
meaningful situations that generate problems that can only be solved through the 
application of academic knowledge and critical and creative thinking is qualitatively 
better than learning that occurs in textbook/lecture centered classrooms.  
According to Dewey (1977), in situations that propel true intellectual engagement, 
there is always a certain problem which focuses effort, which controls the collecting 
of facts that bear upon the question, the use of observation to get further data, the 
employing of memory to supply relevant facts, the calling into play of imagination to 
yield fertile suggestion and construct possible solutions of difficulty (253). 

 
In schools, however, he found “no counterpart to this mental activity.”  Information, 
he said, is supplied “ready-made” and this reduce[s] the activity of the mind to a 
passive or docile taking in of the material presented. “Acquiring,” he concludes, 
“takes the place of inquiring”  (236). 
 
The original Rainshadow curriculum worked to create such intellectual engagement 
by basing its instructional program on what Tchudi and Lafer call localized 
interdisciplinary exploration.  Localized interdisciplinary curriculum works to 
involve students in what Lafer and Markert (1994) call “authentic learning 
situations.  Authentic learning situations are defined as classroom events that allow 
students to become involved in the learning process for what they understand to be 
authentic purposes; they learn for reasons other than simply satisfying the 
requirements of the school.  The development of fully authentic situations for the 
classroom may not be possible – indeed, to achieve a fully authentic instructional 
setting, classrooms as we know them might have to be abandoned.  Given that such 
abandonment is not likely to occur, authentic situation here refers to classroom 
activities that compel students to seek skills, find information, and make sense of 
the information they acquire, for the sake of achieving ends that they understand to 
be meaningful. 
 
“Authentic learning situations,” empower students by giving them ownership of the 
learning process.  Learning takes place for the purpose of answering questions that 
arise during encounters with personally meaningful, problem-laden events.  The 
questions for which they seek answers are their questions. 
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Empowerment – ownership of the problem—places the onus on students for 
discovering tools that are appropriate and adequate for resolving he problems they 
confront.  Learning in authentic situations is precipitated when students recognize 
that the information or skills they have available are inadequate for the 
accomplishing task they wish to complete.  Effort, in the form of learning, takes 
place for the purpose of finding solutions for the problems one faces, to affect the 
situation at hand in some meaningful way.   
 
Localized interdisciplinary exploration is predicated on the notion that the best 
learning occurs when the learner is motivated, by either need or curiosity.  
Necessity and curiosity create “buy in” and buy in leads to genuine involvement in 
the learning process.   
 
In the context of localized interdisciplinary exploration approach, students learn in 
order to accomplish something they need to or care to accomplish, and, as a result, 
experience learning in a strong sense.  Learning in such a context not only leads to 
acquisition of knowledge and skills but to an understanding of the value and purpose 
of disciplinary knowledge, processes, and procedures and, ultimately, to an 
understanding of the elegance of the disciplines.   
 
The concept of localized interdisciplinary exploration as an instructional 
methodology will continue to be a focus for enCompass Academy.  The curriculum 
will be centered in student exploration of the immediate environment.  The local, 
the immediate, the observable, in this curriculum serves as a starting point for 
investigations that ultimately take the learner beyond here and now to principles 
that are applicable more generally, perhaps, universally.  Exploration is localized 
because what is local is what is within one’s range for direct observation that has 
always started the ball rolling, caused human beings to want to know and 
understand, and ultimately to develop the systems that have become the disciplines.  
Thus, students will learn the tools that allow one to see what is really before them.  
A true tale is told of a teacher in Arizona whose students regularly complained of 
there being nothing of interest around, nothing to see and nothing to do in the 
desert that surrounded their town.  The teacher felt differently, and to prove her 
theory took her students and half a dozen hula hoops out to a sandy open field.  
Students threw the hoops into the air and whatever piece of the lot their hoop 
circled became the object of study for several weeks.  “What do you really see when 
you look at a handful of sand?”  And, “what questions arise from what you see in 
those grains?”  The teacher had tapped into potential for years of study and the 
study of years of study past – geological study, ecological study, biological study, the 
study of industry and trade, the study of silicate-based arts and silicate-base 
engineering.  Fine crystal and computers! 
 
The original model will work to help students develop a broad range of observation 
or monitoring skills that also include viewing and reading.  Students then work to 
make sense of what they “see” to understand what is before them and to know what 
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they do not understand that is worth finding out about.  The finding part involves 
asking good questions, questions that can lea to good information and new 
understanding.  New understandings lead, when necessary, to action that I observed 
t determine whether the action taken are appropriate, that they lead to the ends 
intended.  If such ends are not achieved, plans are revised and sometimes 
abandoned. 
 
Action is a key term in the philosophy guiding the curriculum.  The observe-
understand-explore-plan-act-assess-revise-react model leads, I many cases, in a very 
natural and powerful way, into service learning.  The curriculum, besides providing 
incentive for intellectual endeavor, also aims to inculcate students in the values and 
thought processes essential for effective civic involvement.  The Academy will use 
service-learning as a means for helping students grow in self-esteem and self 
efficacy and in developing a sense of responsibility to self, fellow students/co-
workers and community.   
 
This program has been a guide for the past 16 years.  It is an element of the 
academic program, and students have participated in classes and authentic projects 
that have allowed for the vision to be realized.  The program has not been 
implemented exactly as it was initially intended for several reasons.  The population 
that is currently served is 80-85% at-risk, and there are many gaps in competencies 
when the students begin attending the school.  In addition, the required state 
mandated assessments do not align with the philosophy.  As a result, the school has 
developed a hybrid whereby students still have the core course requirements as 
well as intervention time, but also participate in interdisciplinary authentic learning 
situations.  The initial vision still serves as a core feature underlying the methods 
and strategies teachers use to engage students, and it also is the model for the 
interdisciplinary classes.  The core classes will have interdisciplinary connections 
developed by the instructors, but will also support progress on state mandated 
assessments and graduation requirements.   
 
In following the original mission and goals for the school, enCompass Academy has 
forged relationships and/or partnerships with a variety of local agencies including 
but not limited to:  Build Our Center, The Boys and Girls Club, Great Basin Institute, 
Holland Project, Reno Art Works, Urban Lotus, the Bridge Church, The Potentialist 
Workshop, KNPB, Reno Bike Project, Black Rock Solar, Envirolution, ACLU, Planned 
Parenthood, Reno News and Review, TMCC, Reno Tahoe Tonight, etc.  These 
organizations have worked with faculty and staff to enhance the programming at 
the school with presentations, field experiences, internship opportunities, class 
offerings, publishing opportunities, and student performance opportunities.  In the 
last two years, the school utilized its relationship with the Great Basin Institute to 
develop an outdoor education field experience for all students in the school.  The 
program allowed for learning experiences at Galena Creek Park where all students 
had the opportunity to stay at the lodge for a week.  This experience was highly 
enriching, and forged a connection with the Next Generation Science Standards.  The 
school has also been able to offer programming through Equus Insight, whereby 
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students use their enriching interdisciplinary class to work with horses off site.  
Students have also participated in service learning, such as with the Wells Avenue 
Merchants and the Brookdale Senior Living.  Interdisciplinary class also entails 
weekly forums and guest speakers.  In the past, the school has had the mayor of 
Reno, the head of the GOP, political leaders in the community, a Rwandan refuge, 
and Roadtrip Nation present at the school among others.  The use of these local 
organizations and individuals helps students forge connections with their local 
community, thereby encouraging personal empowerment.  It will be a priority to 
continue such programming for enCompass Academy. 
 
Students will be required as students of enCompass Academy to participate in at 
least two full credits of the interdisciplinary coursework for elective credit.  The 
course, titled “Interdisciplinary” will also be known on site as a “Community, Nation, 
World Seminar.”  In specific circumstances, the administration may waive the 
requirement to take this seminar based upon the individual’s learning plan.   
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Course Descriptions  
 
Advisory: Course # 8041-8042 
Advisory serves as both a homeroom as well as an intervention class for students.  
This course is for elective credit, and focuses on the personal pathways curriculum 
options including:  college and career preparation, test preparation, intervention for 
skill deficiencies.   

Course Description for English Courses 
 
Interdisciplinary English 1A-B Course # 1301-1302 
Introduction to language as a tool for interdisciplinary inquiry.  Develop students’ 
skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. 
 
Interdisciplinary English 2A-B Course # 1303-1304 
The processes of reading, writing, listening, and speaking in interdisciplinary 
inquiry. Texts will emphasize, but not be limited to, American literature. 
 
Interdisciplinary English 3A-B Course # 1305-1306 
Literary and nonliterary texts in exploring and understanding ideas, values, and 
concepts. Texts, emphasizing, but not limited to major texts in British literature. 
 
Interdisciplinary English 4A-B Course # 1307-1308 
The global role of language(s) and literature(s) in human affairs. Culminating senior 
research project. 

Course Description for Math Courses 
 
Interdisciplinary Algebra 1A-B Course # 2401-2402 
This course explores basic Algebra as a tool for interdisciplinary inquiry.  This 
course will also meet Core Curriculum Standards so that students are prepared for 
end of course exams. 
 
Interdisciplinary Geometry A-B Course # 2403-2404 
This course will cover core mathematic topics that connect to rigorous geometric 
study.  Students will be prepared for end of course of examinations, as well as be 
able to apply learning to real world examples. This course will also meet Nevada 
Academic Content Standards. 
 
Interdisciplinary Algebra 2A-B Course # 2405-2406 
The course explores advanced algebra topics as a tool for interdisciplinary inquiry.  
Students will also be introduced to functions and real world examples of upper level 
mathematical concepts.  This course will also prepare students to take college and 
career assessments, and meets the Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
 
Interdisciplinary Trigonometry and Precalculus A-B Course # 2407-2408 
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Students will study advanced trigonometric formulas during the first half the 
course.  They will apply these formulas to real world problems.  Students will begin 
to their study of pre-calculus during the second half of the course.  The course will 
utilize technology as problem solving tools.  Students will be prepared to enter a 
first year college math course at the completion of this course. 
 

Course Description for Science Courses 
 
Interdisciplinary Life Science A-B Course #3301-3302 
Topics addressed in this interdisciplinary course may include, but are not limited to 
the nature of science, the structure and function of cells, DNA, mitosis, meiosis, 
genetics, evolution, human body systems and ecology.  Students will participate in 
laboratory exercises, projects, group activities and class discussions.  
 
Interdisciplinary Earth and Space Science A-B Course #3303-3304 
This  interdisciplinary course is designed to interpret and understand the world 
around you.  Students will investigate and study the Earth’s formation, processes, 
history, landscapes, how and why Earth changes over time. Topics to be addressed 
include, but are not limited to, the scientific method, mapping Earth’s surface, 
minerals, mining, rocks, plate tectonics, earthquakes, volcanoes, geologic time, star 
life cycles, and meteorology.  Students will participate in laboratory exercises, small 
group activities, class discussions, projects, and research. 
 
Interdisciplinary Physical Science A-B Course #3305-3306 
Interdisciplinary Physical science students investigate the basic principles of 
chemistry and physics. Topics addressed in this course may include, but are not 
limited to, motion, force, work, energy, basic electrical systems, electromagnetism, 
atomic structure, chemical bonding and reactions, nomenclature, nuclear chemistry, 
gases and current developments in chemistry. Hands-on activities, labs, projects, 
and group work are emphasized. 
 
Science, Technology, and Society A-B Course # 3307-3308 
Synthesis of the role of the sciences in interdisciplinary inquiry with an emphasis on 
the relationships of science, technology, and society.  
 

Course Description for Social Study Courses 
 
Interdisciplinary World Geography 1A-B Course # 4109-4110 
This course combines both physical and human geography in an effort to familiarize 
students with their physical and human environments. The physical world and 
earth’s systems are analyzed.  The world is then analyzed through the development 
of humankind including:  early civilization, human migration, and political and 
cultural institutions. The main themes of the course are: physical geography, 
population, cultural patterns and processes, and political organization of space. 
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Interdisciplinary World History 2A-B Course # 4137-4138 
World history is analyzed from the Renaissance to contemporary times from a 
humanistic perspective. Students will compare historical perspectives of a variety of 
individuals with the historical day-to-day realities. Basic note taking skills will be 
taught.   
 
Interdisciplinary American History 3A-B Course # 4168-4169 
This course will cover United States history from the discovery of the New World to 
contemporary times. History will be evaluated from a humanistic perspective, 
comparing the historical perspective with the real historical accounts.  Basic note 
taking skills will be taught.    
 
Interdisciplinary Government 4A-B Course # 6921-6922 
This course explores the origins and functions of government, to the election 
process in action throughout an election year. This course will focus on three part 
framework: constitutional foundations, political parties and the election process, 
and the functions of the Legislative Branch. The course will also focus on the Judicial 
Branch, important legislative precedent, and will include a financial literacy 
component examining the monetary system, retirement, compound interest, taxes, 
and checking/ saving. 
 
PE: Course # 5105-5106 
This class will focus upon leaving campus and participating in a variety of sports. 
Some of these physical activities include basketball, football, volleyball, Capture the 
Flag, etc. Class grades will be given according to student involvement and effort 
during class time. 
 
Introduction to Yoga: Course # 5252 
This course will encompass a variety of relaxation techniques. The focus is on 
mind/body connection through the use of meditation, journaling, yoga, and music. 
This class fulfills half a credit in physical education.  
 
Creative Writing: Course # 1323-1324  

The focus of this class is the graphic novel. Students will produce a written and 
illustrated book using pen, ink and paint to create a personal expression. Students 
work on perfecting poetry and prose skills. 
 
Health: Course # 5311 
This course includes nine 2-week projects over the 18-week semester.  Topics range 
from Nutrition and Physical Health, to Mental Health and Medical Technology. 
 
Math Academy: Course # 2027 
The main objective of this class is to prepare the students to take and pass the math 
proficiency exam.  Each subject tested in the math proficiency will be taught in this 
class.  The students will be taught algebra, geometry, graphing and how to do work 
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through word problems.  The students will take math proficiency prep-tests to help 
them feel comfortable with the exam.  The students will leave this class with a better 
understanding of mathematics and its relevance to their futures. 
 
Art:  Course # 6111, 6112, 6113, 6114 
This class will teach students the basic skills needed to produce realistic paintings 
and drawings. Students will work from still life setups, photos and live models to 
create believable images. Learning many of the principles and elements of design 
using paint will be a goal. Basic skills taught include shading, perspective and 
proportion.  Students will also have the opportunity to create their own images 
using their new skills. This course is progressive based on student experience. We 
will also create a The Academy at Midtown calendar.   
 
Drawing #6141,6142 
This course will focus on using drawing media, including pencil, conte crayon, 
colored pencil, pen and ink. We will work from photographs and still-lifes set up in 
the room. Students will learn shading, one- and two- point perspective, and 
atmospheric perspective. This class will create drawings for the school calendar. 
There will be a written exam for the course. 
 
Painting #6151, 6152 
This advanced art course will explore the use of watercolor and acrylic paint. 
Working with a color wheel, students will study color mixing and creating subtle 
grey shades. Students will work from photographs and still-lifes. Expect to adopt a 
favorite artist to emulate. The class will also create paintings of MidTown buildings. 
 
Drama: Course #6451-6452 
As a drama class we will develop the art of expression through public speaking and 
creative staging.  Activities will include play acting, preparing for and presenting in a 
performance.  Acting, singing, dancing, and all areas of personal expression will be 
explored. 
 
Foods: Course #9611-9612 
This is an introductory course for students to gain experience working in both a 
professional and domestic kitchen environment. The students will be involved using 
professional small wares and equipment, while learning the principals of baking and 
preparing meals. Students will become competent with safety and sanitation 
procedures, quantity food preparation and conversions, food storage requirements, 
weights and measurements.  
 
Culinary Arts: Course #9621-9622 
Prerequisite required: prior teacher approval. This course will expand upon the 
skills learned in the culinary arts course. The students will focus on a practical 
application of skills and competencies while preparing a variety of baked goods for 
the on sight coffee shop. Products prepared will include but not be limited to: 
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cookies, biscuits, quick breads, puff pastry, pizza, sandwiches, cinnamon rolls and 
cakes. 
 
Office Experience: Course # 8121-8122 
The purpose of this class is to teach students basic to intermediate office skills. 
Students will be instructed on the following: Answering Phones and taking 
messages, sorting mail, filing, using office equipment such as fax, copiers, printers 
etc., and how to conduct business in an office environment and communicate more 
effectively.  The end result is for the students to become confident in the skills they 
learn & use those skills in and out of school. 
 
Catering: Course # 6003, 6004, 6005, 6006 
This course is for students who want to learn about catering to the public sector. 
Students will learn front of the house and back of the house skills in preparing and 
serving to the public in various off-site locations. 
 
Kitchen Assistant: Course # 6014, 6015 
This course is for students who want to learn about kitchen maintenance. Students 
can expect to learn how to keep an industrial kitchen running and be able to pass 
the various inspections required to serve food to the public. 
 
Computer Literature: Course # 9140 
Students will receive instruction in basic computer function and use in educational 
settings.  Computer programs, applications and technological advances will be 
explored and utilized to bring technology into the classroom. 
 
Interdisciplinary:  Course #7141-7142 
This class will provide students with real-world experiences to give them classroom 
to community connections. The lessons taught will better prepare students to 
engage in our community, our nation and our world. This will empower students to 
positively influence their futures and those around them. Examples of instructional 
themes may include: Justice and Equality, Civic Duties, and Social Reconstruction. 
These classes could include activities such as attending City Council Meetings, 
volunteering at a school or retirement home, or organizing an event to benefit the 
homeless. Overall, the goal is to create empowered citizens by encouraging students 
to be active in their communities and applying their education in real-world 
settings. The class will count as an elective credit during a day set aside for I.D. 
classes. A total of two earned credits will be required for graduation status at The 
Academy.  The course utilizes NVACCS , and fulfills elective credits.  It is the basis for 
the enrichment focus of the school. 
 
 
For annually updated course descriptions and school schedule, see Appendix E.  
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School Schedule 
The following schedule outlines the average day at enCompass.  The flexible school 
day in the last school year was on Friday.  It is felt that this day should be moved to 
the middle of the week to allow for greater connections throughout other courses, 
and improved attendance both on Friday and throughout the week.   

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 

Period 
Time 

Coursework 

8:00-
9:00 

Core Curriculum:  English, Science, Social Studies, Math 

9:00-
9:40 

Pathways:  Intervention, College and Career Prep, Test Prep, Internship, 
Credit Recovery 

9:40-
10:40 

Core Curriculum:  English, Science, Social Studies, Math 

10:40-
11:40 

Core Curriculum:  English, Science, Social Studies, Math, Computer Lit, 
Health 

11:40-
12:10 

Lunch 

12:10-
1:10 

Core Curriculum:  English, Science, Social Studies, Math  
Elective: PE, Culinary/Home Economics, Drama, Art 

1:10-
2:10 

Core Curriculum:  English, Science, Social Studies, Math  
Elective: PE, Culinary/Home Economics, Drama, Art, Dance 

2:10-
3:10  

Extended Day Coursework 

3:10-
4:10  

Extended Day Coursework 

 

Friday 

Period 
Time 

Coursework 

8:00-
10:00 

Pathways:  Intervention, College and Career Prep, Test Prep, Internship, 
Credit Recovery 

10:00-
11:30 

Interdisciplinary Community, Nation, World Credit 
Recovery 

11:30-
12:00 

Lunch 
 

12:00-
2:10 

Interdisciplinary Community, Nation, World Credit 
Recovery 
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ACADEMIC, FINANCIAL, AND ORGANIZATIONAL VISION 

Academic Goals 
enCompass Academy will continue to support the vision of the original Rainshadow 
charter by using project-based interdisciplinary education and localized learning 
while also improving upon the academic proficiency of the students who elect to 
attend the school.  The current School Performance Plan (SPP) goal that is a three-
year overarching goal established in 2016-17 is: 
 
Through school leadership and data-driven decision-making support, enCompass 
Academy will improve its credit attainment rate, thereby increasing its graduation 
rate to 50% or higher, and will improve its post-high school opportunities for all 
students.   
 

1. Improve credit attainment rate by at least 3% annually. 
a. Improve average daily attendance to 85% or higher. 
b. Focus on improving credit attainment in first period and the extended 

day classes. 
2. Improve graduation rate by at least 4% annually. 

a. Conduct individual learning plan meetings with all students to ensure 
that their personal goals are in alignment with the goals of the school. 

b. Provide extended-day opportunities for students to get caught up to 
graduate with their academic cohort. 

3. Improve post-school outcomes. 
a. Focus on getting 100% acceptance rate to a post-school program by 

the graduating seniors. 
b. Increase the ACT average score and the percentage of students 

scoring a 22 or higher. 
 
Based upon additional opportunities for goal-setting and specific Nevada grants, 
enCompass has had additional goals.  The school has been working with the 
Academy for Urban School Leadership (AUSL) for two years through the Title 1003a 
grant, and this relationship has been focused on data-gathering processes, internal 
reflection, classroom management support through the Behavior Management Cycle 
(BMC),  teacher effectiveness, school culture elements such as the incentive calendar 
and school teams, shared language and internal coherence around goals and 
objectives for the school.  The teachers and administration of the school have been 
able to attend focused workshops both on and off site to see how other turnaround 
programs are facilitating change.  The Title 1003a grant has also enabled the school 
to hire a data coach to focus on data-gathering, and implementation of that data to 
effect school-wide and class-wide change. 
 
Since the 2017-18 school year, enCompass has received funding for the extended 
day programs and for Edmentum through the SB 178 funding.  This has enabled the 
school to provide an additional eight hours of classes per week, and has supported 
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at least 15 students in two years to graduate on time despite starting the school 
credit deficient.  The school offers both online and on ground coursework during 
extended day. 
 
Since the start of the 2018-19 school year, enCompass has received the Title IV 
grant for safe and healthy schools enabling the school to hire a social worker.  This 
individual supports parent programming, the extended day program with the 
licensed teacher, serves as the Triage coordinator on site for health and well-being, 
and has been able to alleviate some responsibilities of the school counselor (such as 
the child-in-transition (CIT) focus which affects 27% of the enCompass school 
population).  The social worker, with the school counselor and registrar, have been 
trained in the restorative practices.   
 
It has been a goal to improve the school culture, and the school has been able to do 
this through the support of these grants and the relationship with AUSL and other 
supportive organizations.  The school has identified the core values of fearlessness, 
integrity, resourcefulness, and endurance as the featured traits that the Learning 
PASE works to nourish.  School leadership and teachers work together to create an 
environment that is supportive, rigorous, and engaging for all students.  
 
Due to the Rising Star notification in 2018-19, enCompass elected to move away 
from the School Performance Framework.  Despite the great improvements to 
attendance, graduation rate, and behavioral infractions and suspensions, the school 
has still remained a 1-star school.  As such, the school is now on the Alternative 
Performance Framework as it continues to improve its programming and outcomes.   
 

Financial Goals 
enCompass will continue to investigate innovative options to improve the 
sustainability of the school.  Maintaining a small school atmosphere is a cornerstone 
of the program.  As a result, alternative-funding streams will always be necessary.  
The school received its 501c3 status in July of 2014.  There are several goals 
outlined in the Financial Standing (page 35) section of this renewal application.  
Goals moving forward include: 
 

1. Redevelop the current school board and redefine the board’s goals. 
Continue to identify appropriate members.  In addition to setting policy, 
the new school board should support the following goals: 

a. Community ambassadors:  serving as supporters of enCompass 
within the community. 

b. Financial advisement:  provide financial advice and support. 
c. Sustainability planning:  provide support to the schools 

development of a sustainability plan. 
d. Fundraising:  support the school by helping to raise funds. 

2. Increase marketing and grant writing by using an on-site individual to be 
the key point-person. 
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3. Continue to review and maintain cutting edge, cost effective programs 
(i.e. insurance, academic, technological) by reviewing annually. 

4. Develop and maintain an annual fundraising plan that includes one major 
annual event. 

Organizational Goals 
enCompass has attempted to have an advisory board in addition to a school board.  
enCompass Academy will condense these two groups into one healthy school board.  
For the next five years, the school would like to have a more active school board that 
continues to meet on a monthly basis, and has sub committees focused on 
fundraising and parent involvement.  This is to ensure that the redefined board will 
be able to better support the school.  enCompass also has a parent group, though the 
leadership and participation in the group requires improvement.  enCompass 
Academy will appoint the lead administrator with conducting monthly parent group 
meetings.   Moving forward, the school has identified the following goals: 
  

1. To improve the involvement of the school board and parent groups, and 
to provide a forum for the two groups to participate and meet annually. 

2. To continue to support the parent group to meet more frequently, and to 
operate more independently, with the administration for the school 
serving as a supporting member rather than the leader. 

3. To improve upon evaluation of teachers within the school, and have 
teachers complete an annual “recommitment” form that refocuses 
teachers to the goals and vision of the school. 

4. Continue to hire highly qualified teachers who are excited about 
interdisciplinary project-based learning, and are experts at working with 
at-risk populations. 

5. Improve communication to all demographics; provide all school 
correspondence in Spanish to identified populations.  Encourage more 
opportunities for participation through the parent or advisory group, the 
open houses, school events, etc. of these identified groups.   

6. Improve upon the delivery of services to students, and to provide 
administrative time to focus on curriculum delivery and attendance 
support as opposed to building maintenance.   

Facility Improvements 

Improvements from Previous Charter Renewal 
In the fall of the 2016-17 school year, the school relocated from 121 Vesta Street to 
the Boys and Girls Club Pennington facility at 1300 Foster Drive in Reno.  This move 
provided a number of crucial improvements for the school. 

1. The cost for enCompass to lease the space was a 2/3 less than in its previous 
location at 121 Vesta Street.  In the fall of 2018, the school renegotiated its 
lease again to go to a funding formula that is per pupil.  This means that 
enCompass pays a base rate of $90,000 per year, or $7500 per month, and a 
pro-rated amount of $83 per month for each student over 90 that is enrolled.  
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The goal is to charge $1000 per enrolled student per year.  This flexible 
format supports the school if the number is below 100.   

2. The Boys and Girls Club of the Truckee Meadows (BGCTM) Pennington 
Facility provides a state of the art facility that includes:  a full gymnasium, 
lunch room, multipurpose room with a stage, classrooms with interactive 
whiteboards, outdoor enclosed space, a sign-in and sign-out card system that 
notifies parents, upstairs office space for the administration, staff, and 
faculty, a recording studio, a dance studio, and positive recreational space for 
students that includes pool tables, foos ball tables, ping pong tables, and air 
hockey.  The space is dynamic, open, and positive.   

3. Students have access to breakfast, lunch, and dinner through the BGCTM 
partnership.  The facility opens at 7 a.m. and closes at 7 p.m.  All students 
become members free-of-charge once they enroll at the school.  This 
membership allows them to have a safe space to be before and after school.  
At present, outside of the extended day program, anywhere from 10-25 
enCompass students hang out at BGCTM after school.  That is up to 25% of 
the population.   

4. The partnership has enabled additional support staff to work with the 
students from BGCTM, the Solace Tree, and Big Brother Big Sister.  There are 
a number of adults that touch base with enCompass students everyday, and 
seek to support their growth and progress.   

This most recent move has been by far the most supportive to students that the 
school has ever done.  Over its 16 year history, the school has been in three different 
facilities.  Each provided both positive and negative elements.   
 
The relationship with BGCTM has included a building with similar offerings to the 
building at 121 Vesta, but offers an improved facility at less cost.  The facility 
contains not only a commercial kitchen, but also contains a gymnasium, dance room, 
weight room, several classrooms, computer lab, and stage.  The building does not 
look like a school, but rather a space that will entice students.  The location is still 
central in Reno, and affords the ability for the school to go back to its roots along the 
river corridor.  The new location is also still easily accessible by the Reno bus 
system.  The vibrancy of the midtown area has been missed, however the isolation 
of the school from other negative influences in combination with the downtown 
area of the current location provides a number of great offerings for the curriculum 
of the school in a healthier space. 

1. The new facility will enable the school to continue to offer programming to 
comfortably accommodate 125 students, but the school can operate with as 
few as 100 students.   

2. The new facility has a fully operational kitchen and lunch program, which 
will enable the school to maintain its closed campus lunch program and 
culinary offerings.   

3. The new facility offers wraparound services for students, who will be able to 
hang out in its facility through the partner agency. 
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4. Partnerships with current organizations can continue; enCompass has two 
vans has the ability to use BGCTM bus transportation with the support of 
both BGCTM and the Redfield Foundation. 

5. The new facility offers a blend of outdoor natural space within walking 
distance, combined with the vibrancy of the city.   

6. The relationship with the partner organization will result in a major decrease 
of expenditures, as the program will look to charge approximately $83 per 
student per month, over a 12-month period.  Not only is this amount less, but 
it also comes with additional benefits:  all students have the potential to 
receive three meals a day, all students will become members of the partner 
organization, the school will no longer have to worry about utilities, building 
maintenance, shared building maintenance, kitchen equipment, and the 
food/lunch program.   

7. The lease is negotiated annually.  See Appendix O for lease information. 
 
The new location has allowed for a perfect alignment with the original charter, 
which focused on localized learning.  The downtown area of Reno is a vibrant area, 
and there are a number of collaborations that the school has been able to develop.   
 
The location of the new facility also attracts individuals from all over the 
Reno/Sparks area.  It is in a centralized location, and many students who are in the 
the downtown Reno area are able to walk to enCompass.   The location is also easily 
accessible by bus.  This is an important feature because there are no school buses 
that will transport students.  Most students take the bus, receive a ride from family, 
or walk to school.  It was vital that the school was in a centralized location.  
 
Finally, the building attracts students because of its appearance.  It does not have an 
institutional appearance, and the atmosphere is one of community and 
collaboration.  This important detail has helped enCompass to attract students who 
are interested in an alternative experience.   
 

CHANGES TO THE INITIAL CHARTER 

Strengths and Weaknesses of Original Charter 
The original charter was on point with the current moves in education to focus more 
on depth over coverage.  This is a foundational strength that informs all practice at 
Rainshadow and enCompass Academy.  Another key strength of the charter was that 
it focused on the John Dewey philosophy of “learning-by-doing.”  This feature of the 
program is the one that has been most foundational to engaging students who 
struggled in their previous educational experience.  Both aspects are a fundamental 
feature of the current program, and can be found incorporated into the core classes 
and developed in the interdisciplinary class.   
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There have been some modifications that have occurred over the years to better 
serve the population of students that have typically enrolled.  The charter outlined 
examples for interdisciplinary and project-based learning, and the outlined schedule 
focused on mixed groupings of students through all core classes that would 
participate in these events.  Rainshadow even had its own standards outlined that 
aligned with the Nevada standards, but were slightly altered.  This vision was very 
unorthodox, and while the learning was very meaningful for all students, it did not 
align with the expectations of the district and the state.  This was specifically true 
for mathematics, which is an area that students at enCompass have typically 
struggled.  As a result, the school has grown to develop a hybrid of the original 
vision and the realities of earning a high school diploma.  The hybrid is outlined 
below: 

1. Students are now placed into academic courses by grade.  Flexible groupings 
occur for electives and the innovative interdisciplinary class.  Each core class 
is still its own unique class, as there is a focus interdisciplinary themes within 
the class. 

2. The school has done away with the Rainshadow standards, and instead 
follows the standards adopted by the state and district.  Wherever possible, 
when high stakes assessments are a reality, the school looks to its sponsor 
and the state to reevaluate course material and align. 

3. The schedule has shifted to accommodate the needs of the students with 
additional intervention classes being offered in addition to personalized 
programming through Personal Pathways. 

4. The schedule also includes an innovative interdisciplinary class block where 
students are able to make connections from their core classes, and 
participate in localized learning.   

5. The initial grading system was outlined as competency-based.  This was a 
useful feature for teachers, but less useful for transcripts and transfers to 
other schools.  As a result, the system for grading is more in alignment with 
the school district in that grades are administered for all classes.  These 
grades are standard A-F.  Initially, any student who earned below a C earned 
a No Mark (NM) which did not impact their GPA.   

6. The use of portfolio assessment has been a feature of the school throughout 
its existence.  This assessment is used in combination with the grading to 
demonstrate the progress of students.  It is a reflective tool, and one that is 
used in the required senior project.  It is also beneficial for teachers in that it 
can be evaluated to ensure all teachers are on the same page with regard to 
quality student work.  The school encourages the use of Google Drive to save 
work, and all students have an account to maintain their work.  The most 
major representation of the portfolio system occurs through the Senior 
Project Reflection.   

7. As a result of the work the school has done with the Academy for Urban 
School Leadership (AUSL), including the observations of other turnaround 
schools, enCompass now requires that students wear uniforms while at 
school.  The school has also incorporated a zero tolerance policy for cell 
phone use during the school day.  These elements have improved the overall 
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culture of the school, and reduced behavioral referrals and suspensions 
significantly.  

 
No major changes have occurred with the academic foundation of the school, but 
many slight changes have occurred directly as a result of the Washoe County School 
District Annual Monitor and the relationship with the Academy for Urban School 
Leadership.  The school has improved in its delivery of material and its use of data 
due to these minor changes.  In addition, the school has focused much of its time on 
school culture and classroom management modifications to support and create a 
healthier school.   

Additional Information 
 
enCompass supports the school district by providing opportunities for students who 
might otherwise fall through the cracks.  Currently, the enCompass counselor is 
working hand-in-hand with WCSD to be a viable transition for students who have 
been identified by the school district as having behavioral issues.  The small school 
atmosphere helps to break down behavioral issues; police officers, social services, 
and probation officers have noted this and often refer students to the school for a 
fresh start.  That being said, that is only one element of our population.  The 
students at enCompass have come from all different backgrounds.  The school does 
not exclude students who wish a fresh start from attending.   enCompass Academy 
will continue in the same vein.  
 
One of the most dynamic elements of enCompass is that all staff and faculty believe 
that it is always a work in progress.  enCompass Academy believes that there are 
always improvements to be made, and goals to achieve.  The school community is 
committed to being flexible to meet the needs of its students.  Effectiveness is 
evaluated on a regular basis, and changes are made when elements are not deemed 
effective.   The work over the past two years with AUSL demonstrates this 
commitment, as the school has undergone some radical shifts.   
 
While there have been some difficulties over the years, it is believed that these 
struggles have actually helped to shape the school in a positive way.  Currently, the 
school is moving in a different direction.  As a focus for enCompass, changes are to 
improve options for students, and to spend more money directly on students and 
less on maintenance and building costs.  enCompass Academy will strive to guide 
students toward not only graduation, but their future as members of the 
community.  The school supports students to improve their life outcomes by 
supporting all students to have a buffet of options upon graduation.  To help 
continue the momentum in that direction, the school has recognized some 
additional key elements that must be focused on: 
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1. Relationships must be forged with a greater number of parents within the 
school community.  This includes a strengthened relationship with the non-
native speaking parents. 

2. Academics suffer with poor attendance; the school must find avenues to help 
students get to school on a more regular basis.   

3. Faculty and staff must be trained to be able to meet the identified needs of 
the ESL population, as well as the students with special education services.   

4. The school must continue to refine a robust, wraparound system, to work 
with students who have both credit and skill deficits.  It is felt that the 
current Learning PASE  will help support that progress.   

5. The school must focus on student outcomes that will best serve individual 
students including:  supporting students to apply to at least five post-
graduate programs (college or otherwise), to apply to at least five 
scholarships, and to conduct at least 30 service learning hours.  Additionally, 
the school must continue its focus on ACT performance, as the assessment is 
a gatekeeper for post-graduate options.   

6. The school must continue to push college and career readiness by aligning 
not only with non-profit organizations, but also with entrepreneurial options.  
Project-based learning in the future must include more options of local 
career internships.   
 

enCompass Academy believes that its purpose is to guide students to bright futures, 
while focusing on all aspects of a person.  The goal is an all-encompassing 
educational experience, with the underlying goal of improving the individual 
student’s life outcomes.  All students have an internal FIRE that might need a little 
oxygen to keep burning.  enCompass Academy is that oxygen for many students.   
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